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President’s Report
Len Drabble
Well here we are. A bit of a shuﬄe on the council with some new
roles and some new faces. A big welcome to Suetonia Palmer
and Graham Job. Thank you for putting your hands up to stand
as Area Representatives. It is always healthy for the council to
have new talent on board and some new ideas and input.
Since the AGM Jonathan Shorer has been busy at CAA
meetings (I think he now lives there). After ﬁve years of building
relationships and tireless attention to every detail he has made
some massive inroads which beneﬁt every one of you. I have
been to many ﬂying sites over the past three years and have
occasionally heard people grumbling about what the council
actually does. Read the secretary's report in this issue and I
would ask you to email or ring Jonathan and congratulate him
on his achievements on your behalf. I think he deserves it.
My decision to take over the role of President hinged on
Jonathan being able to continue as CAA liaison and for him to
take over the Secretary's role as this is not my area of expertise.
He agreed, so we have the vital continuity that we need to
ensure that we maintain the proﬁle of model ﬂying.
What would I like to achieve?
My background is in company management and marketing. I
currently own and operate three businesses and I am a director
of another. My plan is to ﬁnd MFNZ more funds through
advertising in Model Flying World and applying for grants from
the Lotteries Commission and other organisations to directly
promote the hobby and try to boost our presence and
membership.

From a business point of view
1. Review of all spending by the Council and to operate within
the budget voted in at the AGM.
2. Evaluate new IT software for help in the running of the
membership database and general communication with
members.
3. Write an instruction manual in plain English for all the council
roles. This would mean that when we are seeking new
councilors, secretaries, presidents etc they know what to do,
when to do it and what time is actually involved.
Membership growth
My biggest project will be growing the membership. We need
more young people to come through or eventually our
membership will decline until we can no longer sustain the
current structure. One of my thoughts is to go into high schools
with a programme of informing and introducing young people to
the hobby. This is where it starts for us. Make them aware of
what is out there. To achieve this I intend to try to get
Government, CAA and another sponsor to help with this. I will
likely trial this in my home town of Wellington and do the donkey
work myself to build up a better picture of where it ﬁts. I have
plenty of ideas and will report back through the year on its’
progress. I would welcome anyone who would like to help or
have any thoughts about how to achieve our aims. The most
important job for me is future prooﬁng the hobby.
The Nationals are just around the corner and I will be camping at
Waharoa from about 29th December to 8th January with my
wife Lesleigh. Please feel to come and introduce yourselves.

Secretary’s Report
Jonathan Shorer
Annual General Meeting.
We held the AGM in Wellington on 21 July. The Council were
elected unopposed and I have handed over the President’s role
to Len Drabble. Elsewhere, we welcome Suetonia Palmer and
Graham Job as Area Representatives. The remaining
Councillors continue in their roles and would be happy to hear
from you if you have items to raise. In taking on the job of
Secretary, I’ll be focusing on relations with Government, the
CAA and our overseas partners. Routine administration will be
in the very capable hands of Paul Clegg, so don’t be surprised if
you ask me a question and the reply comes from Paul. At the
AGM we discussed the need to raise subscriptions next year.
Our insurance premium is almost three times as much as we
have paid in previous years and we will need to increase subs
by $10 next year. We continue to try to be as economical as
possible but it may be that we need to ask for a little more than
even that increase and the AGM has given us the ﬂexibility to
adjust that number later in the year.
Model Aeroplane legislation
Earlier in the year there were a number of supposed “drone”
sightings near our major airports and there has been much
lobbying for the politicians to do something about it. It now
seems that the Ministry of Transport are going to introduce
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some sort of drone registration scheme in the near future. There
are two bits of good news in this. The ﬁrst is that they plan to
follow the European lead and exempt model aircraft from this
legislation, and the second is that they have said that they will
include MFNZ in the rule drafting process. The big question is
how do you deﬁne a model aircraft as distinct from other types of
unmanned aircraft or drones? There is a gathering momentum
for “a model aircraft is an unmanned aircraft operated by a
member of a recognised association for the purposes of sport or
recreation”. This recognises our excellent safety record and
our structure of training and supervision. We have three
suggested rule changes on the table: Introduction of a minimum
weight limit of 250gms to qualify as an “aircraft”; Re-deﬁne the
permission rules for ﬂying over property; give FPV ﬂyers
discretion as to when a safety observer is required. I understand
that MofT may have some other changes in mind and it will be
very important to be involved in the early stages of the process
rather than trying to push back after it goes to consultation. I’ll
keep you posted and it may be that we will need to manage a
mass response campaign to ensure that our voice is heard.
When is a Club Secretary not a Secretary?
The answer is, when they don’t function as one. Whilst our
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relationship is with you, the members, we rely on Clubs for
some communication functions such as processing
membership renewals. To communicate eﬀectively, we need to
know who to talk to and in May this year we sent out a request to
know the details of the club oﬃcers. We still have 43 clubs who
have not responded to the request. It is not a diﬃcult question
to answer, especially since we put a form on the website that
you can just type the names and hit “Send”. Sending a
handwritten scrap of paper that has been scanned and emailed
is also slightly obtuse as Paul then has to do the typing.
Dealing with Government organisations, they have a service
standard which is to respond with 10 days and we feel it not
unreasonable to expect the same from aﬃliated clubs. If a
request involves research or consultation with the committee,
send a holding reply and we’ll be patient, but simply ignoring a
request is not acceptable. We live in a computer age and every
club must have someone who can use a keyboard to complete
a simple form. If they won’t volunteer to be the Secretary, they
need to help the person who does. Basic computer skills are a
requirement for a Club Secretary. If you don’t get your

magazine or Wings badge because the Club Secretary hasn’t
sent in the information, have a think at your next AGM before
sitting on your hands and hoping someone else will do the job.

I am heading to the
2019 Nationals...

WHY NOT

JOIN ME
Suetonia Palmer

the sim was quite limiting. I could not ﬁnd the runway
and had no idea where the ﬂight line or center
should be. But after some practice, suddenly I
‘knew’ where the runway was, and where my ﬂight
line should be. Then I started working on the speciﬁc
schedule maneuvers – ﬁrst loops, then rolls, slow
rolls and outside loops, and now stall turns and
spins.
Out at the Field
I found it was 100% true – if you can do it on the sim,
you can do it out at the ﬁeld. The same mistakes I
made on the sim happened out at the ﬁeld. The
three horizontal rolls always ﬁnished with an over
roll of 45 degrees. Realizing this also happened at
the ﬁeld really let me focus on the sim and solve the
issues (well, try to…).
I think these are the keys to getting to the Nationals,
regardless of events you will ﬂy:
Make a commitment to go. Book your leave, sort
out accommodation and set a plan.

So, its that time of year already. The last Nationals is a distant memory, and
the next one is fast approaching. I have been building another Hangar Rat
for some indoor free ﬂight, trying to get better at starting my Mills 0.75 in my
Tomboy (for Aggie), and a new for this year – learning the R/C Aerobatics
Pattern Clubman schedule, as well as the IMAC Basic schedule with a Sky
Raider handed down from the Briggs workshop.
Why am I trying some aerobatics? Well, I guess Andrew ﬂying Pattern has
something to do with it. But more than that, I really want to get better at ﬂying.
It has been a really interesting process. I think I am getting there…

Have a realistic range of events you will ﬂy. If you
are ﬂying Pattern, why not IMAC as well? And
give a free ﬂight event a try, just for fun!
Sort out the models early (easier said than done,
December rolls around way too fast).
Your practice does not need to be intense, but
having a good idea how the maneuvers go sure
does help with the enjoyment!
I am going to the Nationals! It is a great few days to
spend with mates and new friends.

The Simulator
It was suggested this was the place to start, and it really is. Initially I though Hope to see you there.
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71st NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP PROGRAMME
Waharoa, Thursday 3rd January to Monday 7th January 2019

Registrations
Senior $25.00
Juniors FREE

Registration at Waharoa from 12 noon 2nd January
Flying ﬁelds available for practice
Contestants Meeting Wednesday 2nd January at 6pm
Frequency Control for non 2.4ghz users for all Radio sites will be at event headquarters, collect your peg on the day

Event
Free Flight
FF01 FAI Combined
FF02 P.30
FF03 Indoor HLG
FF04 Hangar Rat
FF05 Open Rubber
FF06 Catapult launch Glider
FF07 Hand Launch Glider
FF08 Tip Launch Glider
FF09 Open Glider
FF10 E 36
FF11 Open Power
FF12 Mini Combined
FF13 Aggy
FF14 Kennedy Precision
FF15 Kiwi Power
Vintage
RCV01 RC Vintage A Texaco
RCV02 RC Classical Precision
RCV03 RC Vintage IC Duration
RCV04 RC Classical E Texaco
RCV05 RC Classical 1/2 E Tex
RCV06 RC Vintage 1/2 A Texaco
RCV07
RCV08
RCV09
RCV10
RCV11
RCV12
RCV13
RCV14
RCV15
RCV16
RCV17
RCV18

RC Vintage E Duration
RC Vintage 1/2 E Texaco
RC Vintage E Rubber Tex
RC Sport Cabin Texaco IC
RC Sport Cabin Texaco E
RC Classical E Texaco
RC Vintage Open Texaco
RC Vintage E Texaco
RC Classical IC Duration
RC Classical E Duration
RC Vintage Precision
RC Scale Texaco

FFV01 FF Vintage Power Duration
FFV02 FF Vintage Rubber Duration
FFV03 FF Vintage Precision
FFV04 FF Nos/Vint Small Pwr Dur
FFV05 FFClassic Glider/A2 Comb
FFV06 FF Vintage Glider Duration
FFV07 FF Nos/Class Pwr Dur Comb
FFV08 FF Nostagia Rubber
FFV09 FF Vintage Catapult Glider
Control Line
CL01 FAI F2B Aerobatics
CL02 Sportsman Aerobatics
CL03 Classic Aerobatics
CL03 Slow Combat
CL04 FAI F2D Combat
CL05 Classic A Team Race
CL06 Classic B Team Race
CL07 1/2 A Team Race
CL08 FAI F2C Team Race
CL09 Slow Goodyear
CL10 Fast Goodyear
CL11 Class B Team Race
CL12 F2F / Classic FAI

Enquires to:
Nationals Manager.
Steve Warner
Phone 07 3087433
Mobile 021 356 216
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Locations
FF
RC 1
RC 2
RC 3
RC 4
MMC
NP
MMC
RC1/CL

Site
Date Start
All events entry fee $5
FF
3
7.00am
FF
3
7.00am
Hall
3
6.00pm
Hall
3
7.00pm
FF
4
7.00am
FF
4
5.00pm
FF
4
5.00pm
FF
4
5.00pm
FF
5
7.00am
FF
5
7.00am
FF
6
7.00am
FF
6
7.00am
6
???
8.00pm
7.00am
FF
7
7.00am
FF
7
All events entry fee $5
RC 3
2
9.00am
RC 3
2
9.00am
2
9.00am
RC 3
RC 3
2
9.00am
RC 3
2
9.00am
9.00am
RC 3 2
3
9.00am
RC 3
9.00am
RC 3 3
3
9.00am
RC 3
9.00am
RC 3 3
9.00am
RC 3 3
RC 3
3
9.00am
8.00am
RC 3
4
8.00am
RC 3 4
8.00am
RC 3 4
RC 3
8.00am
4
RC 3
4
8.00am
RC 3
8.00am
4
FF
5
7.00am
7.00am
FF
5
7.00am
FF
5
6
7.00am
FF
6
7.00am
FF

Finish

7.00am
FF
6
FF
7
7.00am
FF
7
7.00am
FF
7
7.00am
All events entry fee $20
MMC 4
9.00am
MMC 4
9.00am
MMC 4
2.00pm
RC1/CL 3
9.30am
RC1/CL 3
2.00pm
NP/G 30/18 1.00am
NP/G 30/18 3.00pm
NP/T
31/18 9.00am
NP/T
31/18 10.00am
NP/T
31/18 12.30pm
NP/T
31/18 4.00 pm
NP/T 1/19
9.00am
NP/T 1/19
10.30am

1.00pm
1.00pm
1.00pm
1.00pm

Noon
Noon
7.00pm
11.00pm
Noon
8.00pm
8.00pm
8.00pm
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
8.30pm
Noon
Noon
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
2.00pm
3.00pm
3.00pm
3.00pm
3.00pm
3.00pm
1.00pm
1.00pm
1.00pm
1.00pm
1.00pm

4.00pm
4.00pm
5.00pm
1.30pm
4.00pm
3.00pm
5.00pm
10.00am
noon
3.30pm
6.00pm
10.30am
12.30pm

Proctor Road
Waharoa Airﬁeld
Soaring Field
Vintage Field
Waharoa Domain
Matamata College
NPMAC Dec 30, Jan1
Stunt practice Jan 3, 10-3pm
Waharoa Airﬁeld, CL area

Event
Soaring
GL01 ALES 200 (Class N)
GL02 Premier Duration (Class C)
GL03 FAI F3J
GL04 FAI F3B
GL05 FAI F5J
GL06 ALES RADIAN (Class P)
GL07 FAI F3K
Free Mass Radian Launch
N/A
FF/CL Scale
FC01 FAI F4A Power Scale
FC02 Outdoor Rubber Scale
FC03 Kit Scale
FC04 CO2 & Electric Scale
FC05 Peanut Scale
FC06 Indoor kit scale
FC07 Indoor Open Rubber Scale
FC08 F4D Scale
FC09 F4B CL + Proﬁle Scale
RC Pylon
RCP01 Quickee 500 Sport
RCP02 F3R
RCP03 F5D
RCP04 F3D
RCP05 F3T
RCP06 E Sport
RC Aerobatics
RCA01 Basic IMAC
RCA02 Sportsman IMAC
RCA03 Intermediate IMAC
RCA04 Advanced IMAC
RCA05 Unlimited IMAC
RCA06 Clubman Pattern
RCA07 Expert Pattern
RCA08 Masters Pattern A18
RCA09 F3A Pattern P19
RCA10 Classic
RC Scale
RCS01 Novice Scale
RCS02 Intermediate Scale
RCS03 Classic Scale
FPV
FPV01 MFNZ Multirotor Championships
FPV02 MFNZ Wings Championships

Start
Site
Finish
Date
Entry fee $15 except Radian @$10
8:30am
RC2
3
12:00pm
6:00pm
1:00pm
RC2
3
5:00pm
8:30am
RC2
4
6:00pm
8:00am
RC2
5
2:00pm
RC2
6
8:30am
5:00pm
RC2
6
2:00pm
3.00pm
8.30am
RC2
7
6:00pm
RC?
???
5:00pm
All events entry fee $10
6.30am
RC1
3
9.00am
6.30am
RC1
3
9.00am
6.30am
RC1
4
9.00am
6.30am
RC1
4
9.00am
6.30pm
Hall
5
10.00pm
6.30pm
Hall
5
10.00pm
6.30pm
Hall
5
10.00pm
6.30pm
Hall
5
10.00pm
10.00am
MMC 5
1.00pm
All events entry fee $20
RC1
5
1pm-6pm 6 8am-1pm
RC1
5
1pm-6pm 6 8am-1pm
RC1
5
1pm-6pm 6 8am-1pm
RC1
5
1pm-6pm 6 8am-1pm
RC1
5
1pm-6pm 6 8am-1pm
RC1
5
1pm-6pm 6 8am-1pm
All events entry fee $20
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
RC1
3M
4A
5M 6A
All events entry fee $20
RC1
3
1pm-6pm 4
8am-1pm
RC1
3
1pm-6pm 4
8am-1pm
RC1
3
1pm-6pm 4
8am-1pm
All events entry fee $10
9.00am
RC4
4
4.00pm
RC4
5,6
4.00pm
9.00am

Well you should all be well underway with national’s preparations…. Dusting oﬀ
the models that survived the last year’s nats, ﬁxing those that did not and
generally planning how to get one over the competition. Alternatively, you could be
like the rest of us and panic nearer to the time. For me I am just looking forward to
another week of ﬂying with good friends. This year we will be at Matamata, so
remember to pack your sunscreen, hats etc.
Due to the tight schedule around RC1 we will be doing things diﬀerently with a
dynamic schedule. Andrew has explained how this will work and it should give
every group multiple opportunities to get all their events completed.
Once again, we have the Vintage events starting on registration day for three days
then the FF occupying the last three days. Control line will also be split across
several sites.
We will have the on-line registration system, which you are all now familiar with.
Please make the eﬀort to register early, Early registration = relax or late
registration = good chance you will be helping in the oﬃce. As usual, on-line
banking will be working for early registration and we will have EFTPOS on site.
Come along and compete, or just have a go… some of the free ﬂight events you
don’t even need to know how to land… we’d all love to see you there and add you
to our list of friends.
Best regards Steve Warner Nat’s manager
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HOW HIGH CAN I FLY?
2
3

LEGALLY!

Jonathan Shorer

4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

This is a question that we get asked quite
frequently and the answer is simple, but as
ever there are exceptions to every rule and we
should know the ﬁne detail as well as the
general. It is important because we share the
sky with other users and we all need to stick to
the rules to avoid unpleasant consequences.
The easy answer is 400ft Above Ground Level
(AGL) and the “where” is anywhere in the
country that is not controlled airspace or near to
an airport. This is all in CAA Rule 101.207.
You can still ﬂy in these places but you must
have permission from the airport and be
qualiﬁed by holding Wings proﬁciency. There
are other types of airspace as well including
Restricted areas, Military Operations Areas
and Low Flying areas. You should have an
understanding of these types of airspace as
part of your Wings competence. Knowing
about the rules is one of the most important
distinguishing factors between Aeromodellers
and toy/RPAS owners. General Aviation,
which means light aircraft as distinct from
passenger transports, are allowed to ﬂy as low
as 500ft AGL over the whole country with the
same exclusions. There are other rules that
they must follow, we’ll discuss them later.
However, all aircraft must breach this rule twice
on every ﬂight as they have to take oﬀ and land
so need to get below 500ft AGL in order to get
the ground into contact with their wheels.

Danger Areas

There are two types of places where we can ﬂy
our model aircraft higher than 400ft AGL. The
most numerous of these are Danger Areas.
We have 26 designated Danger Areas for the
use of model aircraft. These are shown on the
air navigation charts as a red circle with a
transmitter symbol and a height. This height is
shown as the number of feet Above Mean Sea
Level (AMSL) and is the height at which
General Aviation can safely ﬂy over the top of
your model aircraft. When your club applies for
a Danger Area, CAA will allow a 200ft buﬀer
between models and crewed aircraft. If you ask
for 1000ft and CAA approve it, the
chart will show 1200ft. So to comply
with the rules, you need to know how
high your site is above sea level and
take that into account when you
decide how high you can ﬂy.
My club in Levin has a Danger Area
shown as 1200ft. The club site is 125ft
above sea level so we can ﬂy legally
up to 875ft above the ground. When
you set your altimeter if you have one
ﬁtted to the model and zero it to
ground level, you need to remember
that it is giving you a height AGL and
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not the AMSL that is shown on the chart. There will also be
diﬀerences caused by atmospheric changes in barometric
pressure but we can safely disregard these as we judge when
the plane is close to the ground by looking at it, not by looking at
instruments in the cockpit. You might also wonder if the circle on
the chart is big enough. Generally, the area will have a radius of
½ a Nautical mile which is about 1km. (there must be a policy
somewhere of using every possible measurement system)
This means that the area is big enough for all normal model
ﬂying, few of us can see and control our models at 1km distant.
A Danger Area does not exclude crewed aircraft but warns
pilots of the potential danger there. Crewed aircraft may ﬂy
through a danger area but only if they have determined that
there is no risk. A visual check would probably not be judged as
an adequate risk assessment, particularly if, such as a row of
parked cars outside the clubhouse was clearly visible from the
air. Danger Areas have contact details published so that pilots
can check if a location is likely to be active. If your club has a
Danger Area, make sure that the contact details are up to date.
If they are not, email CAA to have them amended.

Airﬁelds

There are a small number of locations that also have
permission to breach the 400ft rule. These are airﬁelds where
the airﬁeld owner can give permission to ﬂy higher. An example
is Matamata where the airﬁeld charts show that model aircraft
can ﬂy to 900ft AGL. Here the circuit height for crewed aircraft is
1000ft so there is the minimum vertical gap of 100ft allowed
between aircraft. It is wise to do two things here. Firstly know
exactly how high you are ﬂying by checking against models
ﬁtted with telemetry and secondly maintain lateral separation
by avoiding being in the same piece of sky as a crewed aircraft.

NOTAMS

Whilst Danger Areas and Airﬁelds are permanent exemptions
to the 400ft rule, we can also apply for a temporary exemption
by means of a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM). This warns other
aircraft that models may be seen above 400ft. NOTAMs are for
a deﬁned period such as the ﬁve days of the National
Championships with start ﬁnish times and speciﬁc co-ordinates
of the ﬂying site. NOTAMS do not prevent crewed aircraft from
using that piece of sky, it is just a warning that they might see
model aircraft higher than normal. Remember, even if you have
a NOTAM in place, you must remain within visual range, be
within the NOTAMed height and give way to crewed aircraft.

Restrictions on General Aviation

Part 91 of the Aviation rules describes where crewed aircraft
may ﬂy and knowing these rules is also important to us as we
occasionally see what appear to be breaches of the rules, but
may not be so. Rule 91.311 tells pilots that they must not ﬂy
below 500ft AGL unless they are landing or taking oﬀ, have an
emergency such as engine failure or a bona ﬁde reason for
doing so. Examples of this would be crop spraying, inspecting
power lines or an air ambulance attending an accident.
“Showing a visitor my house” is not an acceptable reason for
ﬂying below 500ft, nor is crossing a ridge line with lower ground
on both sides.

Model Flying World

The rule is also modiﬁed in another respect which is very
important to us, crewed aircraft should not ﬂy over any
congested area of a city, town, or settlement, or over any open
air assembly of persons at a height of less than 1000 feet above
the surface or any obstacle that is within a horizontal radius of
600 metres from the point immediately below the aircraft. A
settlement is a group of houses, so if your club site is within 600
metres of a group of houses, crewed aircraft are not permitted
to ﬂy over you at less than 1000ft AGL.

Rights of Way

One of the parts of the Rules which is often put to me is from our
own Part 101 Rules 101.213 Right of way (a) A person who is
operating a remotely piloted aircraft or a control line model
aircraft must ensure the aircraft that the person is operating
gives way to, and remains clear of, all manned aircraft on the
ground and in ﬂight. This is said in the context that “it doesn’t
matter what we do, it’s your obligation to keep out of our way,
after all, we are sitting in our aeroplane not ﬂying it from the
ground”. It is of course very sensible to avoid a collision or even
a situation where there is a concern about close proximity but
that does not give crewed aircraft the right to simply barge
through airspace being used by model aircraft and assume that
the way will be clear. Part 91.227 tells crewed aircraft A pilot
must not operate an aircraft— (1) so close to another aircraft as
to create a collision hazard. Model aircraft or RPAS are aircraft

in this context. So, the crewed aircraft has an equal requirement
to avoid a collision hazard. You should also be aware that his
instinct will be to avoid a collision by turning right. If you see an
aircraft approaching, make your decision where to go to avoid a
situation, knowing that if he sees you he will avoid to the right.

What to do?

1. Know what the height limits are for the place where you
intend to ﬂy.
2. Know what your model looks like at that height. Either ﬁt
telemetry or watch other models with telemetry ﬁtted so get
a good impression of what a model looks like at that height.
3. Keep a lookout for crewed aircraft and always maintain
vertical and lateral separation. It is your job to get out of the
way of crewed aircraft and theirs is to avoid a collision.
4. Know what the minimum heights are for crewed aircraft in
your area. If you see an aircraft apparently ﬂying below that
height without a bona ﬁde reason, take a photograph and
make a report to CAA using their incident reporting
procedure CAA 005. Give CAA as much detail as you can:
Date, Time, Place Estimated height and heading, Type of
aircraft, Colour and Registration if you can read it. You can
do it on-line or using their Here and Now app. Reporting
airspace intrusions is an important part of educating pilots
that there are other users of the sky.

Fly Safe, stick to the Rules!
your club with tools boxes and parts that would be useful for
beginners is one option. There is not one solution which ﬁts
every modeller’s need. Here are a few suggestions which
might simplify the problem for your poor spouse stuck with
hundreds of items which are of no interest to him/her
personally.

Sort out
that

Shed!

Jonathan Shorer

In the last magazine, I wrote about how to continue ﬂying when
age or inﬁrmity begins to get in the way. Here, I’ll make some
suggestions about the next, less attractive step.
Just sitting in my workshop and looking around at all the
modelling “stuﬀ” I often wonder what will happen to all of this
when I have made my last ﬂight. Hopefully, it is still plenty of
years away but dealing with a steady stream of deceased
members’ estates, you do wonder if we could prepare better.
You might want to consider what your spouse might do with
your models, tools and associated items. Most of us would not
want non modellers to just relegate it to the junk heap. Often
our heirs are not aware or interested in your “stuﬀ”. One thing
which comes to mind is you can give things away to deserving
modellers who you think will put items to good use. Supporting
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1. Put in writing what the options are which seem acceptable
to you (at least as you write this)
2. Add this to your will or make your family aware of your
desires and where a written document is located. When
thinking about your will, consider whether you might like to
leave something to your club or the National body. Fellow
modellers will ensure that any legacy is spent for the good
of the future of the hobby.
3. No one likes this, but you should list things which might be
of value, whether donated or sold. This can be a boring job
for a non - ﬂying day. Include hard to ﬁnd tools, saws,
quality hand tools and the like.
4. If donated, the organization you wish to receive it should be
designated.
5. If you have a trusted modeller friend, discuss it and ask if he
would be willing to assist if needed. I have seen this work to
the beneﬁt of widows.
6. If you have collectable items such as engines whose value
has declined because interested modellers have died oﬀ,
make a list of them with serial numbers and operation notes
such as RPM, prop and fuel used.
7. Store info in your computer if possible, but have the above
mentioned documents also printed out as one or more hard
copies.
8. If arrangements can be made, placing your estate at a big
swap meet or auction might be of beneﬁt. Again, one size
doesn’t ﬁt all, but if you think ahead—depressing as it might
be—you may avoid problems for those left behind to sort
things out.
Above all, don’t leave it too late, make sure that things that
you have cherished can be put to good use and bring joy to
Aeromodellers well into the future.
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Barry
Lennox
Well, once again I see it’s time for “fake news” not coming this
time from USA loonies, but rather from our own mag, Yes that’s
right on page 65 of the last issue, there’s a cute feel-good story
about Hedy Lamarr and her friend and how they “invented”
frequency- hopping radio but once again those stupid generals
in the Pentagon did not realise the pair’s brilliance in their own
lunchtime!
Trouble is, the whole story is just plain wrong ! Frequencyhopping radio was invented well before Hedy Lamarr was even
born, in 1914. Actually she was born in Vienna as Hedwig
Kiesler, but changed her name for a variety of reasons in 1938.
She was very attractive, but dismissed this and truly saw herself
as an inventor, this came mainly from her father whom she was
very close to. He was an accomplished athlete, a successful
banker, and a technology enthusiast who delighted in
explaining everything to his daughter. It always annoyed her
intensely that few people saw beyond her looks, and once
bitterly said “Any girl can be glamorous, all you have to do is
stand still and look stupid” !
Anyway, back to frequency- hopping radio or it’s more correct
and modern term. spread-spectrum. The very ﬁrst documented
mention comes from Nikola Tesla, the sometimes brilliant,
sometimes eccentric show-pony inventor away back on March
17, 1903 when he was awarded US Patent 173188A. You can
still ﬁnd this on the US Patent Oﬃce website and if you can be
bothered struggling through 4 pages of quite bizarre English, it’s
quite clear he is describing two quite diﬀerent means of
transmitting over multiple frequencies in some semi-random
pattern. Even though he did not call it frequency- hopping, it
clearly qualiﬁes.
For a variety of very good reasons, it never came to anything,
but he most deﬁnitely was awarded the ﬁrst patent; while Hedy/
Hedwig was born 11 years later!
The next mention of frequency hopping is in a very old text by
the radio pioneer Jonathan Zenneck. In his book “Wireless
Telegraphy” (German, 1906-1908, English translation McGraw
Hill, 1915), Zenneck claims that Telefunken had already tried it
several years earlier. Zenneck's book was a leading text of the
time, and was highly regarded as the Wireless “Bible” of it’s day.
It is thought that the German military made limited use of
frequency hopping for communication between ﬁxed command
points in World War I to prevent eavesdropping by British
forces, which seemingly did not have the technology to follow
the sequence. However, no equipment, documentation or
reliable memories can be found these days. The English
version of Zenneck’s book is readily found on the Internet and
you can read all about his suggested frequency-hopping
scheme on pages 320-323.
Then in 1929, a Leonard Danilewicz who was working for the
Polish General Staﬀ's Cipher Bureau, proposed a system for
secret wireless telegraphy that : “was a truly barbaric idea
consisting in constant changes of transmitter frequency” The
Polish General staﬀ apparently thought it was too barbaric a
scheme, but did grant him 5000 Zloty to further the work
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Incidentally, he was also involved in developing parts of the
infamous Enigma cipher machine, widely used by all German
forces in WW2. You can read a lot more about this in in the book.
“ Enigma: How the German Machine Cipher Was Broken, and
How It Was Read by the Allies in World War II”, 1984, by W
Kozaczuk
The above ones are the well-documented ones, but there were
several more, some of whom had original ideas, while others
built on the work of Tesla, Zenneck, Telefunken and Danilewicz.
And now ﬁnally, at last, eventually, we get to Hedy! Hedy and
her composer/friend George Antheil, who were experimenting
with “alternative” music and the electrical control of musical
instruments. While living in Paris, George Antheil had produced
an infamous composition back in 1926 that he called his “Ballet
Mecanique” This was a monstrosity using pianos, electric bells,
drums, xylophones, sirens, a gong, an aircraft propeller and 16
synchronised player pianos. It was described as a 20 minute
“rhythmic cacophony” whatever that is! Of course, these days
you can easily ﬁnd the whole thing on YouTube, if you’re a tiger
for punishment, or feel a need for a splitting headache!
By the 1940’s Hedy had divorced her ﬁrst husband, changed her
name and moved to the USA. She had also learned at defence
meetings she had attended with her former husband Friedrich
Mandl that radio-guided missiles' signals could easily be
jammed, and she was aware that early US-manufactured
torpedoes had a pretty high failure rate.
So, Hedy and George concocted a version of frequency hopping
that used a piano-roll to change among 88 frequencies, and was
intended to make radio-guided torpedoes harder for enemies to
detect or to jam. Looking back on it’s a bizarre and surreal
masterpiece of fantastic complexity for the day. A ship would
launch a torpedo towards a target vessel, and aircraft overhead
would observe it’s track and radio corrections to the ship, which
would in turn “ﬂash the correctional radio pattern over it’s proper
wavelength for that particular interval” Wow, given 1940
wireless technology, what could possibly go wrong?!
Needless to say, the US Navy wisely dismissed it as
unworkable. That’s the thing about a patent, you never have to
show it works, only that working can be conceived. That covers
almost anything you can imagine, except don’t go along with a
perpetual motion machine, or anything else that breaches
thermodynamic laws. You won’t even get in the door with that!
But let’s be absolutely clear, their patent only covers the use of a
piano roll, NOT the more general concept of frequency- hopping
or spread-spectrum.
So, what was the ﬁrst really successful frequency- hopping
system that was ﬁelded? The ﬁrst known successful system was
used during WW2 and was developed over three years by about
600 engineers, technicians and mathematicians at Bell Labs.
This was known as SIGSALY. Or sometimes as “System X” or,
Ciphony 1” or “Green Hornet”. There are at least 32 known
patents associated with this system, most of which remained
classiﬁed until the early-mid 1970’s
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SIGSALY was a secure voice
system that was used to
communicate between major
command and HQ centres from
1943 onwards. There were only 12
terminals ever made, and little
wonder, as a SIGSALY terminal
was massive. (right) Consisting of
40 racks of equipment, it weighed
50 tons, and consumed 30 kW of
power, necessitating an airconditioned room to hold it. The
system was cumbersome, but it
worked very eﬀectively. When the
A l l i e s i n v a d e d G e r m a n y, a
S I G I N T investigative team
discovered that the Germans had
never even come close to cracking
it, but instead had dismissed it as
some jammer or noise generator.
Bell Labs had solved the
synchronization problem by
recording random noise on a
phonograph record (under 45?
ask your dad what this is) The
records were played on
turntables, but since the timing –
the clock synchronization –
between the two terminals had to
be precise, the turntables were by
no means just ordinary record-

players. They were precision devices, and the rotation rate of the turntables was carefully
controlled, but the system owed as much to extremely complex mathematics as superb
engineering. The records only held 20 minutes of random noise, but this was
mathematically expanded to cover a whole Crypto-period, being one day. There is a good
description of the principles and it’s manufacture in “A History of Engineering and Science
in the Bell System” Vol 2, 1978.
So write it out 100 times... “Hedy Lamarr DID NOT invent spread-spectrum radio!”
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Food & drink on site
Toilet facilities
Overnight staying on site
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Darfield:
Entrance off Creyke Rd over railway line
Contact:
Dave 027 6024302
McLeans Island Scale Flyers
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Models by Hangar 9, Topﬂite, Great Planes, Blackhorse
Models, Maxford USA, Ripmax, Graupner, Premier Aviation,
Sebart, Seagull, Legacy Aviation & TopModel CZ
Land & Float Planes, Gas, Glow & Electric

-

Powerbox, Futaba, Spectrum, Emcotec, Savox, Hitec,
Multiplex & DualSky

-

Saito, Evolution, DLE, Planet Hobby, Rimﬁre & EFlite
Xoar, Metts, Beila & Miracle

-

Robart, Eﬂite & MBL
Warbird Pilots & Unilight Systems

-

Proxxon, MP Jet, Sullivan, Dubro & much more…

-

TopModel, Rcxel & AeroTech

-

Zap, Great Planes, Monokote, Ultacote & Covertex

TM
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Travelling
& charging
our
radio gear
Kevin Botherway

Firstly when overseas and taking
transmitters with you I usually take two so I
also pack a NZ type multi board with my TX
chargers and a conversion plug this allows me to also plug my
phone, tablet and two transmitters in to charge while in my
accommodation in the evening. Along with this I have learnt I
also pack my transmitters in a hard carry case inside my
checked luggage I have had one squashed during travel to the
2013 worlds if you consider how many bags are on top of each
other most fragile items will be well damaged I had my joysticks
and gimbals smashed.

Secondly I have 2 of the ISDT smart charger Q6 type chargers I
use all the time and are very small and light to travel with they
are readily available from David Pratley in Aussy (Daves big
boys toys)

https://www.davestoysforbigboys.com.au/store/Chargers/Dav
es_Toys_chargers

Wired up to a 12 volt supply

Wired up to a Lipo supply

Overall a very compact unit

Thirdly the other handy device I have had for years and take all
around the world is my 12volt extension cord. Usually we hook
up to any rental car we have (saves taking the battery out etc.
We also use for hooking up to a close battery and ﬂogging
someone else’s power that’s around we have used this many
many times a handy unit to have with you.

They are awesome and the big plus is they plug straight into a
big lipo and you can charge any smaller battery I use this to
charge my Hand launches all the time.
September 2018
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voltage showing 5.2v I concluded it would be OK to ﬂy. And so it
was.

Radio
Control
101

There was also a signiﬁcant improvement in ﬂight stability with
turns in the required direction and a new command, "correct"
helping to stop them becoming too tight.

TEACHING
R/C
An Instructor’s Recent Experience
David Thornley

A recently joined member of Rotorua MAC is an agile 80 plus
year old who is blessed with reasonable eyesight, good health
and who is also a former full size pilot, but is new to ﬂying RC.
Let's call him Joe,
Training older (senior!) members to ﬂy RC can be a slow
process. Extended reaction times, reduced eyesight, arthritic
ﬁngers, stiﬀ joints, bad backs and diﬃculties in mastering
electrical technology all conspire to make building and then
learning to ﬂy RC a major undertaking.
Joe has reasonable practical skills and before long he had his
trainer ARF assembled in a half ﬂyable condition. Some
workshop sessions with another member covering mechanical
and electrical installation soon had the "Arising Star" trainer
ready to take to the air.

A lunch break and de-brief, and we were oﬀ again. The Rx
voltage still showed 5.1v, so no worries. This ﬂight showed real
progress with turns one way and then the other, but suddenly
after bringing the model back for another run, "Arising Star" did
just that as it started to gently climb in left hand circles. Must be a
big thermal thought I, and applied some correction, no response
and the model started to get higher and further downwind, Wow!
this is some thermal, time to dive and cut the motor, than the
awful realisation came, that there was no control. We had a
beautifully trimmed free ﬂight model. Needless to say all we
could do was watch as it went further downwind over the bush
and eventually disappeared in the clouds. I checked my TX and
the Rx voltage was still showing 5.1v, so surely we had not lost
battery voltage?? After we had recovered from the shock I
switched oﬀ the Tx (still with Rx 5.1v showing) and then
switched it back on. There was then no Rx voltage shown.
During the ride home we obviously discussed failure
possibilities and it became apparent that Joe had a fancy multi
function LiPo balance charger that he had been using to
"charge" the battery. He said it was a Li-Po, because that was
what the charger said, and asked some questions about setting
it up. I couldn't believe that he was using a Li-Po and suggested
that he bring the charger to me to have a look at.
A workshop test showed that my Tx was working ﬁne, so Joe
went home to get his charger.

Then the fun began. After a few ﬂights, which left me, as the
buddy cable instructor in a very ragged condition after
repeatedly saving the model from destruction, it became clear
that something special would be needed to stop Joe mixing up
"right", "left", "up" and "down" commands during ﬂight. Joe had
practised on a ﬂight simulator but it was obvious that the mental
pressure of actually ﬂying the model caused him to both under
react and when he ﬁnally did so it was in the wrong direction!

He came back with the charger and a ﬁve cell Eneloop Rx pack
from his other model. When I turned the charger on it went
straight to the de-fault setting of Li-Po and then I noticed that the
+ve and -ve outputs were reversed. I then concluded that the
Arising Star battery had never been properly charged and had
chosen to expire in the middle of our second ﬂight.

Take the elevator for example, when I called "up", meaning pull
the nose up to make the model climb, Joe obligingly kept
pushed the stick upI and guess what that did! For the next ﬂight,
"Up" and "down" were replaced by "climb" and "dive" and
suddenly the model started to behave more as wanted.

I know that battery voltage can fall quickly at the end of the
capacity but why was the telemetry voltage report still showing
5.1v as the model ﬂew away? And why did the Tx still show this
voltage when the model had long gone and only after switching
back on was it cleared?

Right and left was still a problem though, where a gentle right
turn got tighter and tighter instead of left correction being
applied, but at least now it was not diving and tightening at the
same time.
After some discussion I suggested that he go home and apply a
control line stunt mental training technique where you imagine
you are ﬂying the schedule (whilst holding the handle and
tracking through the movements needed). I told him to sit back,
close his eyes and imagine ﬂying the plane to my instructions of
right, left, climb and dive so that instinctively the stick would go
in the right direction at my call.
It was a three weeks before the winds were calm enough to give
it another try and on a lovely sunny morning we met at the strip.
During the pre ﬂight check I asked if the battery had been freshly
charged and it hadn't (despite my reminder the night before!)
Oh dear, what to do? After the trip out there and the long wait to
ﬂy, I hadn't the heart to say "no go". Joe's tx is a Futaba T8J
using the s-fhss telemetry receiver and I was teaching with a
compatible Tx so after turning on my Tx and seeing the receiver
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Questions to answer?

Learnings

• We tend to concentrate on model build quality, pre-ﬂight
safety checks and ﬂying skills with beginners. But we also
need to focus on explaining battery types and proper
charging methods. Nowadays not many transmitters come
with simple wall chargers and the new multi purpose
chargers are complex to understand, especially when the
instructions are only available on the internet and are also in
Chinese English.
• Communication between student and pilot must be clearly
understood to ensure that the sticks are moved as wanted by
the instructor. Previous full size ﬂight experience can be a
real hindrance.

More learnings!

Incredibly, having ﬂown about 11km, the model was found the
same day ﬂoating in Lake Tarawera. The ﬁnder contacted me
through the club website. It's great to know that there are honest
people out there who will make the eﬀort to return found
belongings.
The model did not have Joe's contact details on it.
Model Flying World

After the wet model "landed" back in my workshop we stripped
the electrics out, (no disconnected plugs being found) and put
them to dry on the airing cupboard. I didn't have any distilled
water to rinse the electronics out. A check on the battery voltage
showed it to be 5.1v and it cycled a servo for 5 minutes with no
further loss of voltage. Clearly the battery had not gone ﬂat.
After everything was dried out the receiver was tested and
worked ﬁne, as did the servos, (with the original battery!) The
switch showed electrolytic action on its terminals but inside was
good, in a nutshell everything was working ﬁne so the loss of
control is now a real mystery.
There only seem two possibilities, the power switch failed, or
the 2.4Ghz signal was swamped by interference.
• Tests have shown that if the receiver is turned oﬀ whilst in
operation, the TX still shows the last voltage. I suppose this
is due to the digital signal but it's not what I expected. If the
event ever happens again I will need to re-start the
transmitter to check the TX signal before the model
disappears completely. (It wouldn't help matters of course!)
•
I f y o u h a v e o n e o f t h e s e f a n c y Te l e m e t r y
transmitters/receivers try this; Turn everything on, see the
voltage signal from the receiver? Now turn oﬀ the receiver
and look at the voltage signal. If it's like my very expensive
Futaba it will still show the same voltage, WHAT STUPID
FUTABA ENGINEER CAME UP WITH THAT SYSTEM?
The voltage report is not updated in real time, what use is
that?? Surely they could have designed the software to
show a loss of signal with an alarm if that is what has
happened. I wonder what happens to other telemetry
systems?
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It's frequently been assumed that GPS telemetry could be
handy because it would tell you where you crashed. This might
not be the case if the model went down (or ﬂew away, aka Arising
Star) with loss of power. The report would say the last place in
the sky. That's REALLY useful isn't it?!.... Something to think
about when you shell out $$$ for these expensive radio
systems.
• Always ensure contact details are on the model.
• If the event happens again it could be the instructors TX at
fault, so I will turn of my TX and turn on the students to see if
control returns. The students TX must of course already be
linked to the model.
• Ensure the failsafe option is turned on with the engine to
stop on loss of signal, although this would probably not have
helped in this case.
How much of the remains should we re-use? The model is ﬁne,
as is the motor, I am happy to have Joe re-use the battery, and
possibly the servos in rudder or throttle applications. As for the
expensive telemetry receiver a lower spec replacement is being
obtained and the power switch is certainly in the bin.
If any readers have constructive suggestions I would be happy
to hear them.
BTW, the great and knowledgeable amongst you might be
muttering "black wire corrosion". Since the set up was only a few
weeks old this has been ruled out as the loss of power.
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Mini Scale
Coaching Event

If other clubs want to run a similar event please
contact HAM and we can share the details

Arjen Visser

On the 20th of May, we at Highbrook Aero Modellers (HAM)
in Auckland had another mini scale coaching mentoring
event with Gwyn Avenell.
This is the second time we have organised this and it was
very successful again this time. Last time we had a lot of
rain, but this year it was better. It was not perfect as our
grounds were very wet, but we could still get a few rounds
of ﬂying in.
Gwyn had just returned from competing in the US Scale
masters where he came ﬁrst in the static display and so
we were all very keen to hear him talk about his
experience and we are very grateful for his time and
experience he can give to us.
Our aim is to run this like a mini scale competition,
but the points do not matter. It is more just about
learning and gaining experience. Each pilot did ﬁve
maneuvers and Gwyn talked them through it giving
tips and practical advice. We managed to get
through two rounds.
The majority of the pilots have never ﬂown a scale
competition before and so this is a very gently way
of introducing what scale RC ﬂying is all about and
how the competitions are run.
Everyone very much enjoyed it and we all learned a
lot from Gwyn. One of the key points he gave us is
that our downwind leg is not parallel to the runway.
We all tend to crab in, this means that the base leg is
a little short and rushed and so we are not properly
set up for the next maneuver. A very useful tip
indeed!
With the success of this event, we are planning to
do this on an annual basis, but then earlier on in the
season so that we get the better weather. We are
very grateful to Gwyn for giving his time and
experience to us.
Look for more scale competitors from the HAM club
in future now that we are all excited about scale
ﬂying.

Top right: If other clubs want to run a similar event please
contact HAM and we can share the details
Right: Gwyn explaining what it is all about.
Below: Assisting on the ﬂight line
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Gloster Meteor

makes its maiden flight

In April 2018 David Braithwaite’s
Gloster Meteor had its maiden
ﬂight at the Nelson Model Aero
Club ten years after the start of
construction. Here is the story
from the test pilot, Murray Irvine.
Ten years ago David Braithwaite announced that he was going
to design and build a Gloster Meteor. The Meteor was the ﬁrst
British jet ﬁghter and the Allies' only jet aircraft to achieve
combat operations during the Second World War. The Meteor
ﬁrst ﬂew in 1943 and commenced operations in July 1944. Soon
after the war one Meteor was given to the RNZAF and it
demonstrated jet-powered ﬂight to many Kiwis between 1947
and the early 1950s. David tells the story that while being a
student in Nelson College a Meteor visited the area. He says
the plane ﬂew over the city and as it turned across the school
the pilot opened the throttle and the plane accelerated into the
hills, the roar of the engines was deafening. The sight and
sound left a lasting impression on David - so much so that
nearly 60 years later when the modelling technology had
become available (good EDF’s and LiPo batteries) he ﬁnally
had the opportunity to design and build one.
Eight years after the project started David moved into the
Summerset Retirement Village and the plane, nearly ﬁnished,
languished on his ceiling for another two years. Just before
Xmas I visited David to see the model, and we decided it was
time to see if she would ﬂy. David is in his eighties and his
ﬁngers and eyesight aren’t as sharp as they used to be so I
volunteered to help with the ﬂight setup and be the test pilot.
We waited for the right day and ﬁnally chose a nice calm April
morning when conditions were perfect for ﬂying. After
assembling the model and checking the control surfaces, and
having a strong cup of coﬀee, it was time to take her out to the
runway. We positioned the plane on the strip and I slowly
powered up the engines and the model gathered speed. I found
that the nose wheel had poor steering authority and it was
diﬃcult to keep a straight line, so I powered oﬀ before running
oﬀ the strip. David and I reset the steering control throws and we
were ready to try again. This time it tracked straighter so I gently
gave it full power as it headed down the runway - and waited…
There was a bit of uncertainty from the audience watching (and
us as well) if the EDF’s had enough power to get her in the air,
but after the plane had travelled about 40 metres I eased in a bit
of up elevator and the Meteor gracefully took to the air –
fantastic! It slowly gathered speed and gained altitude, she was
stable and tracked beautifully. I put in one click of right aileron,
and one of up elevator and that was it – it ﬂew like it was on rails.
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Immediately above: David with the Meteor ready for the maiden ﬂight
Inset above: Taxi to the runway
Below: On ﬁnals

We did several circuits at a good altitude, then some lowish
passes to get some photos – it looked great! Then it was time to
think about landing. I wasn’t sure of its glide characteristics so
came in at a ‘conﬁdent’ speed. The plane descended to about 2
metres oﬀ the ground and just stayed there – it seemed to want
to glide forever! After nearly 100 metres we seemed no closer to
the ground and were running out of runway, so at what felt like
the last moment I applied full power and she calmly rose into the
sky and continued the circuit – phew! Now a bit surer of the
model the second approach was much slower. This time it
descended beautifully and made an elegant and gentle
touchdown to loud applause. Yahoo! David received
congratulations from everyone. We posted photos on the
Whatsapp channel and other members replied with their
congratulations.
David says the ﬂight “made my day, my year, and my decade. I
can’t express how happy I am that my plane ﬂew with so few
problems of balance and trim – all that time weighing and
checking my arithmetic has been worth it. I fretted that the plane
might be underpowered but all was well and my calculations
proved it”. He also mentioned thanks to Kelvin Shacklock who
helped with the design and drew all the construction details on
his computer.
We took a movie of the ﬂight which will soon be uploaded onto
the NMAC Youtube channel if you want to see the ﬂight. It was a
fantastic morning and I was very pleased to help David get the
plane in the air and see the Meteor project completed.
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BIG

thinking

Jonathan Shorer

Some model aeroplanes just have to be bought/built/ﬂown
straight away and others sit at the back of your consciousness
for a while until their time comes. Having worked with the Large
Model Controller, Rene Redmond, for the last couple of years, I
have been exposed to bigness, but it hasn’t happened. I have a
couple of models that qualiﬁed as “big” under the LMANZ
wingspan rules. A quarter scale Cub and a Flair Hannibal both
with petrol motors but nothing that required certiﬁcation under
the CAA Large model criteria. I've often wondered about the
process of certiﬁcation and been a part of making revisions to
the scheme but not been a full participant. What to build has
always been the question. I don’t seem to have the patience for
a big scale project and then am reluctant to commit such an
investment to the sky gods, but occasionally read about big
sport models such as glider tugs and a UK design “The
Greenley Tug” has been quietly nagging me for many years. It
is like a giant Wot4, simple, rugged and BIG! Most of the
examples in the magazines have large petrol motors in the 80cc
to 110cc range, often twins. Somehow, I didn’t really fancy a
large petrol motor and then one day at the ﬁeld, I wondered
about electric. It was the day a visitor came up and admired my
Lazy Bee adding apart from the ****** electric motor. I
commented that I was actually ﬂying whilst the prop ﬂickers
were ﬁddling with their tubes and needles, but the seed had
been planted and I went away to do some research.
I found that Hobby King would sell me a motor that claimed to be
a 50cc equivalent which had a rating of 5300watts. This would
require the model to be registered as a Cat 3 model under our
large model scheme. It has a target weight of 11kg but power is
also an important factor. I had a chat to Rene Redmond on the
phone and he agreed to be my inspector. I downloaded the
plans as a mass of sheets of A3 paper and sellotaped them all
together to give me a wing and fuselage plan. A couple of days
later Rene and I got together to discuss the project. The
original speciﬁed several items that I would ﬁnd hard to source
so we talked about alternatives. The wings and body use a lot
of 1/32nd ply sheeting. We decided that I would fully skin the
wings in 1/16th balsa and then cover with ¾ ounce glasscloth. I
would use 1/16th ply for the front of the fuselage but swap to
balsa at the rear to save weight. We also felt that I could use
3/8th sheet for the tail surfaces rather than 1/2inch to save
some weight and I extended the nose by and inch and tapered it
down to better suit the shape of the electric motor. With those
decisions made it was time to start chopping and gluing wood.
What follows below is a pictorial description of the build.

root ribs are ¼ inch ply. The Stanley knife gives an idea of the
size. Having rough cut the ribs to slightly oversize, they were
then ﬁnished on the belt sander. I had kept two left over
benchtop joiners thinking that I would ﬁnd a use for them and
eventually they proved to be good for holding the block of
blanks together.

Photo 2. I didn’t have any long spruce strip so had to splice 36
inch lengths together to suit the 50 inch wing halves. Splices
should have a 4 to 1 ratio, this was eyeballed to be “about right”

Photo 3. The wing ribs were ﬁrst glued to the main lower spar.
The wing joiner tube incorporates the required dihedral angle
and I’ve put a rod in to check that the holes are in line. There are
extra cut outs to provide support for the servo mounts. Inboard
for ﬂaps and outboard for ailerons. SLEC plastic brackets hold
the ribs vertical whilst drying.
Photo 4. My fuselage jig
is nowhere near big
enough for this, so I just
drew a line on the
workbench and used
squares to keep
everything straight

Photo 1. The outer wing ribs are made from 1/8th balsa. With a
rib chord of 16 inches, I could only get three from a sheet of
balsa. The ribs supporting the joiner tubes are 1/8th ply and the
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Photo 5. Having ﬁtted the 4 spars, the wing was upended to ﬁt
the false leading edge. This is 1/8th sheet. My old diving weights
called into service to keep it all in contact.
Photo 9. The completed sheets are applied to the wing rib
structure. Having enough weights is an issue. Afterwards, I
remembered the tip of using magazines but for this job, just
everything heavy in the workshop was pressed into service.

Photo 6. Having got the leading edge ﬁtted, the wing joiner tube
was put in. The wing joiner is a 38mm aluminium pipe. I made
the joiner tube by giving the pipe a coat of Vaseline as release
agent then a turn of gladwrap and ﬁbreglass cloth applied over
the top. After letting the resin dry there is that ”will it won’t it”
moment, but the tube slid oﬀ and was cut to length.

Photo 10. Having got two
wings partly completed,
who can resist marrying
them up to the fuselage to
see how it will look?

Photo 11. The next stage is to ﬁt
vertical webbing joining the
upper and lower front spars as
well as ﬁtting the 1/2inch leading
edge sheeting. All of my clamps
were required to ensure a good
solid joint of the leading edges.

Photo 7. While the wing was drying it was time to turn back to
the fuselage. Now upside down the hard points for the
undercarriage mounts are ﬁtted. At the front there is a vertical
pocket for the ¼ inch piano wire legs and at the rear a 3/16th ply
cross piece.
Photo 8. These are sheets of
wood that you can’t buy in the
shops. Each wing panel takes
a sheet of balsa 16 inches wide
and 54 inches long. It is made
up of 6 sheets spliced together
longways and then butt joined.
The splices are made with
cyano and the long joints made
with aliphatic wood glue. Left
to dry overnight and then
sanded. Repeat four times.

September 2018

Photo 12. Having got so far, it was oﬀ to see Rene for him to
inspect and approve the structure whilst it was easy to see all of
the internal joints.
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Photo 13. Back in the workshop the next task was to ﬁt the wing
and check the position for the wing ﬁttings. The wing is squared
up by checking that the measurements from each tip to the tail is
equal. Then, the holes for the wing attachment bolts can be
drilled.
Photo 17. Time to start covering the control surfaces. ¾ ounce
glass cloth is used.

Photo 14. Before ﬁtting the top wing skins, string is put in from
the servo openings to the centre section. Later, it will be used to
pull through the wires. The aliphatic glue has been applied to
the structure to attach the wing skins. Lots more weight is
needed to ﬁx the skins ﬁrmly in place.

Photo 18. All of the surfaces covered. The cloth was applied
using Resene Polyurethane ﬂoor varnish. It rolls on very nicely
and is water wash up for cleaning brushes and trays.

Photo 15. Doublers are ﬁtted to secure the wing dowels at the
leading edge and blocks have been ﬁtted at the hinge positions.

Photo 16. My single garage proves to be just wide enough for a
trial ﬁt.
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Photo 19. Spray painted with car shop rattle cans. Grey primer
then yellow top coat. No need for two pack fuel prooﬁng with
electrics!

Model Flying World

my decisions and I’ll comply with our rules which is the
requirement of the insurance policy.

Photo 20. The fuselage and wings were coated with West
epoxy to give a ding proof surface. They were then sanded and
primed and given a coat of paint for a ﬁnal ﬁnish.

The other big item is the cost compared to more modest
aeroplanes. Here is some of what I’ve spent.
Building materials
$357
8 heavy duty servos
$255
Castle Creations 160 amp esc $350
Motor
$270
Batteries, 2 sets 5S 8000mah
$350
Props 2, 24 x 12 and 2, 26 x 12 $100
$1682
Don’t forget, Large Models are deﬁned by weight and or power.
Not realising the power of your motor is not an excuse for not
registering it and operating an uninsured model aircraft. The
process is painless and free, so look at your spec sheet and see
if you need to do anything. If you are already ﬂying a model with
a motor that exceeds the thresholds, get it registered. We will
treat it as we would an ARTF or a second hand purchase. Look
at your spec sheets today!

So, the ﬁnal photo shows the model completed and lacking only
a bit of decoration. The next stage is for the inspector to give it a
ﬁnal check. Pretty much a normal pre-ﬂight inspection and then
I’ll get an Approval for Flight Testing. I have to complete 5 ﬂights
which should be witnessed by the inspector or someone
nominated by him. I have to ﬂy the model through the entire
envelope in which it is intended to be ﬂown. When that is
successfully completed, Rene will issue a Permit to ﬂy which is
valid for 5 years. In summary, a chat, two inspections, ﬁve ﬂights
and I’m on the register. I’ve had a second set of eyes oversee

Latest news: I’ve been back to get the ﬁnished model
inspected. Rene and Gary Wilson gave the model a good
going over. They found some of my servo mount screws not
fully tightened, a Robart hinge needing a bit more ﬁrm gluing
and the RX battery wiring in need a of a couple of securing
clips. All jobs easily done. To ﬁx the loose hinge pin, I drilled
1mm holes along the line of the pin and injected thinned
epoxy into the holes under pressure. The hinge is now
secure. Now, I can get my Permit to begin testing and do 5
ﬂights with a witness. Flying shots will be in the next
magazine as I’m waiting for the 8000mah batteries to arrive
from Australia.

LARGE
LARGE MODEL EVENTS
Taupo
Taupo Model
Model Fliers
Fliers

15th
17th &
& 16th
18th September
September 2018
2018
Alex
Alex Brodie
Brodie brodieana@hotmail.com
brodieana@hotmail.com

New
New Plymouth
Plymouth MAC
MAC

10th
10th &
& 11th
11th November
November 2018
2018
Steve
Steve Blackman
Blackman shb@xtra.co.nz
shb@xtra.co.nz

Kapiti Aeromodellers
Non- members and turbine powered
aircraft are welcome.
Event Fees are:
Members $10 Non-members $20.
September 2018

26th
26th &
& 27th
27th January
January 2019
2019

Steve
Steve Hutchison
Hutchison steve.hutch@outlook.com
steve.hutch@outlook.com
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F3K

NORTH ISLAND SERIES

ROUND 2

The plan on the calendar had to change a little from a Bay of
Plenty location to Hawkes Bay due to the Wellington guys
committed but unable to travel way north and with four of them
entered it was decided to relocate. We had our usual winter
turnout with low numbers for this one even though the forecast
for Hawkes Bay was great compared to rest of the country. We
had nine very keen pilots and when I was driving to the ﬁeld it felt
like I was in the South Island with cold minus 2 degrees at dawn.
Things got setup and we were under way around nine o’clock
the air was great very soft and some really light lift around. It was
time to ensure no heavy inputs to the model. We ﬂew 2 heats per
round with four pilots each heat for Saturday as one pilot was
still in transit home from from a work trip in Asia. The two heat
per round was a quick pace and a bit busy as you were either
timing or ﬂying, although the new timing system made it much
easier to insert a breaks as needed to allow pilots to ensure that
they were ready to ﬂy. We had a couple of breaks and stopped
for some lunch. Most of the day no one required ballast in their
models and it was a single manufacturer showing with only the
new Snipe 2 and the old Snipe 1 being ﬂown.
During the afternoon we proceeded into the task called “poker”,
one that you have to nominate your target time before you
launched your plane, and if you didn’t get that time you have to
relaunch and try again until you achieve your nomination. One
keen idiot (Rowdy) called the lot approx. 9:59 and only
managed just under 5 minutes before the ground got in the waythen it was just a walk of shame and a big fat zero! Joe also
called the same in the next group but had better air available
and got it with great success. Some called three minutes and
really struggled to achieve this having about three goes. Most of
the day there was some good air or lift somewhere you just had
to ﬁnd it and then stick with it. It was heaps of fun and quite a few
1000 we recorded during the day. Due to the cool weather (from
the south) we called it quits around 3.30pm with nine rounds
under our belt for a great day! Just had to clean all the
cow@#$% of our stuﬀ!

The new sound and timing system has been upgraded with a
remote. The system ran very well and certainly is a big
improvement, many thanks to Mickey Nowell in the US for
designing and building the electronics. We run the scoring and
F3K program from Glider Score and many thanks to Gerry
Carter in Australia who now has it integrated very well with our
display unit.
The Sunday morning was much warmer when getting to the
ﬁeld and unpacking and setting up. Unfortunately, there were
some strong winds forecast. We kicked oﬀ into round 10 with
three groups as the ninth pilot had made it home. The wind
started to come on with gusty and chopped up air. By the third
group it was getting a little hard for the less experienced pilots
to continue so we decided to try a more sheltered ﬁeld with a
quick relocation to the Hastings Sports Park. As time was
pressing it was decided to just do some all up last down tasks.
We did another four complete rounds in great air with the Bay
Weather like usual playing along nicely. We had the windy
wellington guys wanting to head home so it was all ﬁnished at
1pm. It was a great weekend ﬂying and completing a total of 14
rounds. Thanks to everyone for helping us keep this going it
was a blast and it’s great to see the new guys keep turning up!
Clifton King, Kevin Campbell, Andrew Hiscock. Thanks to Joe
doing the draw and completing the tireless task of punching in
scores.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

WURTS, Joe
WILLIAMS, Peter
BOTHERWAY, Kevin
GLASSEY, Peter
CAMPBELL, Kevin
KING, Clifton
DRABBLE, Len
HALE, Rod
HISCOCK, Andrew

13000.0
12426.3
12109.2
10881.4
10205.8
9913.1
9738.8
9562.8
4515.8

Rowdy

Soaring Rocks!!!!!
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HELI FUN FLY

ROTORUA MAC JUNE 2nd & 3rd
It all started with my latest acquisition (an
Align TREX 800 PRO) which I purchased oﬀ
a mate in Whakatane and needed an excuse
to go and pick it up.

Campbell Bremner gets
inverted with his Agile 5.5

One thing led to another and ‘nek minute’
arrangements ballooned out from meeting
him at the Rotorua Model Aero Club, doing
the handover and having a ﬂy together to
running a full blown fun ﬂy (of sorts) for the
members of RC Heli Down Under.
My wife granted a ‘leave pass’ for the
weekend, provided I took the kids with me, to
this I reluctantly agreed.
Over hearing my phone discussions, to ride
the night luge at Rotorua and have a soak in
the hot pools at Taupo, my wife decided that
this would be better as a ‘family’ weekend
and invited herself along.
Not only were the family now joining me but I
would no longer have room for any
helicopters in the car because we needed
the seating capacity for passengers but
luckily I managed to ‘borrow’ a van from work
and we were back on track again.
The Event
If you’ve not been to the Rotorua, the vistas
are stunning from the moment you round
Ta r a w e r a R o a d a n d h e a d p a s t t h e
Redwoods Forrest and pass the
breathtaking Blue Lake. The Rotorua Model
Aero Clubs airﬁeld is equally picturesque,
with a natural bush covered hill as a
backdrop which I found to be very
distracting. One because of its beauty and
secondly, the helicopter was almost
camouﬂaged by the bush when descending
below the skyline.
Leading up to the event, the forecasted
weather was not looking great and
unfortunately the forecasters got it right as
the weather presented cold, cloudy and
drizzly for much of the weekend.

Some of the crew set up in
preparations for the day.

Weather aside, a small group of committed (or is that committable) souls ranging
from as far North as Auckland and as far south as Palmerston North were in
attendance and made the most of the gaps in the weather to enjoy displaying their
ﬂying skills (or lack of in my case).
The weather certainly did not put a damper on our spirits and many a tall tale was
shared, abundant laughs were enjoyed whilst sheltering from the rain and
enjoying a seemingly perpetual BBQ lunch (including massive lamb chops which
Campbell Bremner bought fresh from the Hawkes Bay). I’m guessing that they
must have been pretty good given that Alex (aka the carnivore) McDonald mowed
down about 4 of them!
Noteworthy ﬂights
Local hotshot Alex McDonald successfully managed to slice his canopy in half
mid-ﬂight, demonstrating his ‘Ninja’ skills in the process. Unfortunately for him this
also damaged one of his main blades which grounded his helicopter for the day.
Aled Jones had his TREX 800 PRO shutdown shortly after take-oﬀ, forcing him to
attempt an autorotation which didn’t exactly go to plan with the helicopter luckily
falling to grace in deep grass cushioning majority of the impact and mitigating
damage in the process.

Aled proudly displays his Align TREX 800 PRO. Before, during and after.
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On a brighter note, Brent Madsen and Dinh Cuu Pham put on impressive
displays of mastery making the rest of us look pretty darned average if I’m
really honest. Even so, these two really showed you what an RC Helicopter
is really capable of, which was inspirational to watch. Well done boys!

Brent Madsen ﬂy’s the skids oﬀ his
Protos 700 in a rare blue sky moment.

Weather aside, we all had a great (albeit damp) weekend, so much so we are
planning another fun ﬂy in late August in Hamilton.
If you are interested in pursuing rotary ﬂight or have any questions, please
contact me on mbron@xtra.co.nz

Dinh proudly shows oﬀ his new TREX 700X Nitro.

ron
Mike B
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THE NEED FOR
SPEED
owdy
Words by R

Nice warm ﬂying conditions

What a great way to spend a weekend! We were down on numbers
with quite a few unavailable for the weekend, but guys all still
carried on heading for our ﬂying location, the Taupo Model ﬂying
ﬁeld with even a poor weather forecast the real keen ones laid it on
the line. The Taupo Model ﬂiers had approved the use of their ﬁeld
after Hawkes Bay wasn’t available due to lambing etc so it was a
nice central location for a change
We have talked about it many times during soaring meetings (beer)
how a few years ago (2004) we ran a speed cup event and
everyone always said they were real keen to repeat it so since we
didn’t really have enough to man a full F3b distance course so we
agreed now was the time for another speed cup.
Len Drabble in ﬂight with Rowdy replacing the line

Most of us meet on the Friday night knowing we were most likely in
for a weekend of waiting for some clear weather. The Saturday
morning arrived but was very much lacking in a clear ceiling for us
to launch into so we decided it would clear later and the course was
set up hoping for the correct wind direction and we all prepped
ready to ﬂy. With an early lunch we were ﬁnally into it.
It was a great team coordination you were either launching running
the bases getting winch chutes or Flying fast! Dave James rebuilt
his big sting v tail from the last F3b and got to trim it out again. Len
Drabble borrowed Joes Maxa Storm and knocked some great
times out. Andrew Stiver arrived with another vintage (Faser) and
managed to improve all weekend with some great PB’s. Richard
Thomson found a fence post and unfortunately has a little shark
bite in his Fosa’s leading edge. Joe ﬂew his Shinto and got some
great times close to the NZ record if only for a few long turns and
kev also tried to get his Shinto close to his PB but not to be.
We had 5 rounds of 2 speed runs for the day heaps of ﬂying. We
packed up everything Saturday night as the forecast was still not
great and back to the accommodation for a nice warm shower and a
night of entertainment-rugby, racing and beer.
The next morning was again down on temperature but ﬂyable so we
set the course up as we set up the local club members arrived and
ﬂew for while oﬀ their airstrip as soon as we started launching our
rockets and doing some speed runs they stopped and just sat and
watched with interest. We managed three rounds (of 2 runs) and
then the drizzle started to set in for the day so it was time to pack up
and depart. All up 16 oﬃcial speed runs each for the weekend it was
great practice for all of us and Joe oﬀered suggestions of
improvement to all of us which was greatly appreciated I know it all
helps.
We input the speed times for Saturday & Sunday, and sorted out an
overall weekend score. For the daily and weekend scoring, a
discard of the worst ﬂight time, then averaged all remaining speed
times. Also evaluated the fastest time for each pilot for bragging
rights!
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Richard Thompson and Joe call for Len

We had a discussion about organizing a seminar about
some key soaring skills – I have ﬁnally got an oﬀer from Joe
to do this I am sure many will be keen to attend this event.
At present, we are looking to have an evening seminar at
the upcoming SoarChamps, as well as at the Nats.
Thanks to everyone that put eﬀort into making the
weekend a real success and to the Taupo Model Fliers for
their hospitality.
Joe
Average 16.74
Best
14.77
Points 1000
Rank
1

Andrew
20.87
17.9
802
4

Kevin
18.58
16.35
901
2

Dave
22.48
18.99
744
5

Len
24.57
21.94
681
6

Richard
20.06
18.01
835
3

In 2004 the fastest time was Dave Larsen 16.49
We had 12 entries and achieved 10 rounds.
Great to do some F3B ﬂying again!!! Next F3B August 11th
and 12th Matamata

Rocks!!

Soaring
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Hawkes Bay May
Aero25thTow
- 27th
Words

Graeme Rose
Photos

Allan Knox

It started at the beginning of the
week, with the weather looking real
good for the weekend. As the week
got on the weather wasn’t looking
great so I sent out a letter to see
what everyone thought.
I got reply's back yep I’m coming, ill be there, so it was still on.
Well Friday came and the weather was great, sunny with a slight
nor westerly .
A few of the guys turned up on the Friday, the others arrived on
Saturday morning. The weather on Saturday was not that good
but still ﬂyable, but with a cross wind it made it a little trickier on
take oﬀ.
Sunday was a great day for ﬂying , light winds and good clouds,
as for the ﬂiers I think they all enjoyed themselves.
We had some not turn up as the weather was not looking all that
great but as I have been modelling since I was knee high to a
grass hopper you always ring cause sure as eggs it will be
great.
And if you are interested in aero towing get hold of someone,
give them your number if you are thinking of coming through so
they can get hold of you and let you know what the weather is up
to. They can let you know also if they have postponed the
meeting for another day.

September 2018
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Open
De

Paris
2018

CONTROL LINE
World Cup

7 & 8 july

F2 WORLD CUP CONTEST

I was convinced by Andrew
Robinson to compete in
Control Line F2F ( proﬁle
Team Race ) while in France,
prior to attending the
World control Line
Championships in
Landres, France, as I
was to be Team Manager
and not going to compete
otherwise. After a long
arduous journey of
ﬂights, stopovers, bullet
train journey and a major
upset over a cancelled rental
car booking, we ﬁnally made it
to the venue.

The events were Control Line F2B Aerobatics, F2F Team Race,
F2C Team Race, and Speed. The people were friendly and
gave us fuel, a lot of help and put on a real great banquet after.
The venue had a sealed R/C strip with a circle on the end that
was used for The F2B aerobatics. There was also another
sealed circle used for the other events but unfortunateyl over
the years the ground had moved considerably and there was a
real high spot of at least 600mm high that took some getting
used to. Like our Carterton circle it had resealed cracks and
made Andrew and I very appreciative of how well our circles are
and the eﬀorts we had put into them recently.
The events were a celebration of the French Club’s anniversary
and the members were very appreciative of the distance we had
travelled just to be there. It was a chance for me to compete with
some overseas competition in a relatively new class for New
Zealand. In the ﬁrst heats my old reliable model with Proﬁ motor
was used but along the way the motor stopped completely and
basically seized. Fortunately I had brought a brand new model
and motor with me which was still being run in. Initial ﬂights had
no range and I had to do an extra tank as I could get 30 laps out
of the tank. More tuning by Andrew and more running got me up
to 55 laps and much more speed to where I was doing 2nd
fastest time for 10 laps. My best heat time was 3mins 58
seconds with the last lap being glided in to make 100 laps and a
personal best time but it got us into the ﬁnal. I have to admit I
was over excited as the model was starting to really perform and
I was keen on a NZ ﬁnal record time and a potential 2nd place.
Unfortunately when I was called to do a pitstop I cut the motor on
the wrong part of the circle and came roaring in to Andrews hand
and he missed the catch. Damn! but at least we still got to stand
on the podium with 3rd place so it made all the eﬀort and
expense worthwhile. It made the value of the wine bottles
received very expensive!
.....

The four Classes ﬂown were :
Control Line, F2A Speed, F2B Aerobatics, F2C Team Race, F2D
Combat.
Travel Woes :
Cancelled Trains - Daniel and Cloe Munro. Conﬁscated 2volt
battery - Doug Palmer. A quick cry for help on Facebook and
the Brits (Mark Greenwood especially), came to the rescue.
Rental car Cancellation - Andrew Robinson and Rob Wallace.
Cost us a fortune to get another one from another company.
Misplaced models/Luggage - Yaro Melnikov from Canada.
Doug Palmer gave Yaro some of his F2D models, a very
generous gesture.
Car breakdown 70km from venue - Yri Bondarenko and Semen
Lerner, well known Team Race Competitors and engine
manufacturers.
But! Eventually everyone got there which is the important bit
and there are probably lots of other stories.
Landres and World Championship venue.
A small town with a Supermarket and fuel station, restaurant
and a few other buildings. Fuel station didn’t accept all cards
though.
The Championship site had a brand new speed circle, 2 practice
sealed, circles ( 1 used for F2B Aerobatics competitions ), Team
Race circle, Grass F2B Circle, 3 Combat circles eventually
reduced to 2 circles for Championship ﬂights.
Food Stands, Beer dispensaries, Club house and other
buildings and a large Marquee used for Processing and
Banquet. Portaloos (discussed later ). A Huge TV Screen, with
some live streaming locally and online to the World in real time.
Flag Pole Frame with Flags of all countries competing. Large
areas for parking and camping. Swimming Complex next door.
Team Accommodation. The NZ Team stayed in rental Houses
known as Gites that could cater for at least 6 people and were
really good and cheap to live in, no more than ½ an hour away
and in nice rural settings. Most had wiﬁ units but some cell
coverage was intermittent. Special Thanks to Kevin Barnes for
organising.
Team communication. Facebook and Messenger were the most
eﬀective (and Cheapest )with sometimes texting. Also used to
some eﬀect was some UHF PRS Radios around the venue so
people could mainly contact me if necessary. Emailing and
Messenger to the outside World fairly good.
The NZ Team. Since the 2016 World Champs I had witnessed a
stack of eﬀort from our competitors both in time and expense
and also in trying new things. They had practiced hard and were
looking very competitive in most parts. They all deserved any
Grants and Donations received and did themselves proud for
New Zealand.

Rob Wallace &
Andrew Robinson
3rd in F2F team race.
Paris World Cup.
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In F2A Speed Carl Lickfold seemed consistent but with diﬀerent
meteorological conditions to home, temperature, humidity etc it
took a lot of rethinking and experimentation to try and get it right
Model Flying World

and get faster. Neil Lickfold had several motor problems and
eventually tried a New Motor to get his best result. Neil Lickfold,
32nd. Speed 282.5km/h. Carl Lickfold, 33rd. Speed 279.4km/h.
Winning speed was Luca Grossi , Italy. 302.9km/h
In F2B Aerobatics Kevin Barnes and Daniel Munro both put in
Sterling eﬀorts and were well focused although in their ﬁrst
rounds nervousness showed which was understandable,
especially with a large amount of spectators watching. This was
Daniel’s ﬁrst time at a World Championships. The Standard of
precision ﬂying was extremely High! There was ﬂights on the
Grass circle and Tarmac Circle. Kevin Barnes, 33rd . Highest
Score 980.30points. Daniel Munro,62nd. Highest Score 883.40
points. Winning Score was Liu Yang, China. 1075.68 points. A
lot of top competitors were using Yatsenko models or similar at
a cost of around 2500 Euro each and 18 month waiting list.
In F2C Team Race there was extremely close competition for
the top contenders and in initial stages the team of Glen Lewis
and Robert Bolton as well as Graeme Christie and Rod Brown
looked like having a chance in the semi ﬁnals with 5th and 7th
place but as time went on they were pipped by teams with a very
slight edge of only a few seconds or even tenths of seconds.
Andrew Robinson and Brendon Robinson also gave it their all
with modern gear but got pushed back also. In the World Cup
event prior there had been some pretty aggressive ﬂying and at
the Team Managers meeting it was pointed out that any
dangerous ﬂying could lead to an instant disqualiﬁcation. My
observation was our guys ﬂew pretty cleanly from then on
compared to other races I saw. There was some bad collisions
and crashes and a few missed catches but also some really
terriﬁc ﬂying and 1 ﬂick restarts in pitstops. A really dedicated
and massive eﬀort put on by the NZ team Race teams. 12
teams went on to the semi ﬁnal and then 3 teams for the ﬁnal
200 lap race which all ended up being from Russia. Glen and
Robert were3rd reserve for the Semis. Lewis / Bolton, 15th.
Best heat time,3:15.2. Christie / Brown, 27th. Best heat time
3:20.9. Robinson /Robinson, 37th. Best Heat time 3.29.3.
Wiining team, Andreev / Vorobiev 6:21.2 (200laps ). Of the 3
Russian Models 2 had wooden wings and the other carbon
which told me the model was important but other factors like
motor, pitting etc were more important.

mid-airs which there were plenty of. That would have got the
model manufacturers rubbing their hands. “Tis Good For
Business”. There were a good number of trade tables around
the Combat site doing a good trade. The F2D event appeared
well Organised compared to the other disciplines and kept
pretty close to timetables published apart from when there were
protests. All 3 NZ pilots ﬂew well but Doug Palmer emerged as
an outstanding pilot and made it to the 7th round out of 10 total
and as time went on started to gather a good following of people
taking interest in his skills and the NZ team. Everyone starts
with2 lives and when they are lost you are out. Jon Spain and
James Palmer had some really tough opponents to combat with
which makes it hard to get ahead in the early stages, especially
if you ﬂy against previous World Champions etc. As Team
Manager I tried hard to be there for every NZ bout and just
observed, checked results errors, and took lots of photos but
also listened very carefully. Doug had had actually lost one of
his later bouts but the very astute chief Judge, Ingemaar Larson
had noticed something wrong with the Russian opponents
model. On closer inspection they had no engine tether to the

Above: Graeme Christie concentrating in World Cup heat f2c, Landres
Below: Daniel Munro launching for Kevin Barnes in F2B aerobatics

In F2D Combat again the standard was very high and the NZ
team had practiced really hard prior, especially honing their
pitting skills. As the rounds wore on various tactics by entrants
were used like not attacking for some time then going hammer
and tongs to get cuts worth 100 points each and then land so the
opponent couldn’t get them or doing continuous ﬁgure eights
which is hard for an opponent to break in to and often resulted in

New Zealand
Team and
Supporters at
F2C circle
Landres, France
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belcrank which is a must safety device so they were
disqualiﬁed which is pretty disheartening and Doug received
another win. Unfortunately the astute Ingemaar observed
Doug takeoﬀ over a 90 degree angle on his 7th round which is
considered looping on takeoﬀ , a dangerous manoeuvre, so
was disqualiﬁed and lost his 2nd life. He had done pretty well
though and so had Jon Spain and James Palmer. The NZ
combat ﬂyers had earn’t a lot of respect from the other
competitors and ended up with quite a following as time wore
on. Doug Palmer, 7th=. 5wins,2 losses. Jon Spain, 16th =.
3wins 2 losses. James Palmer, 42nd =, 1 win 2 losses. Overall
winner, Audrius Rastenus, Lithuania. He was tossed up in the
air by the competitors. He never looked phased when ﬂying
and his models didn’t look as ﬂashy as some of the others.
The Organisation
Thumbs Up ... A large Televison screen with live viewing of the
circles. ( We also got to watch the World Cup Soccer Final) Live
viewing to the outside world on social media in real time. The
opening ceremony with 18minutes of Fireworks. (It was Bastille
Day) Food and Beer Tents at reasonable prices. Facebook
Page with draws and results when available. Timers on
Combat, Led Speed & Team race results boards although hard
to see in the team Race pits due to the angle.
Thumbs Down ... The dirty, disgusting state of the overﬂowing
Portaloos. Insuﬃcient number of them for the people there and
lack of regular servicing. A huge health Risk! Problem
Compounded by on site campers emptying their waste into
them. Totally Unacceptable! Lack of Large Simple Maps of the
area and some signage to where alternate practice sites were.
Notice Board a bit small where more information could have
been displayed. Too Much Reliance on the internet for
information. Great when it worked but was sometimes
intermittent and some people had no access where they were
staying, creating problems. Some more printed information to
Team managers would have been useful. Delays in some
announcements but some diﬃculties were due to
uncontrollable circumstances. Finding notices where certain
events were and when was a struggle. Large common notice
boards would have helped more. Lack of shading around the
food area. More Shade would have been useful. The
Temperature was around 29 degrees on hot tarseal most of the
time. Competitor numbers had no safety pins. We were told to
go buy safety pins from the supermarket. We got the last ones
just before closing. Some people wrote on their bare legs with
felt pen or used cable ties. Some Lack of penalties in Team
Race events that were obvious to competitors in the pits but not
given by the jury for some reason either unseen or not apparent
to them. A lack of willingness to react to sensible requests
unless badgered. I requested vocally from my Team for the
Team Race centre to be re-mowed as it was a safety issue with
lines catching in the longish grass at the Team Managers
meeting. Several people complained before it was ﬁnally done.

James Palmer, Doug Palmer & Jon Spain, NZ F2D Combat team at Landres

The NZ F2C Team Race teams

Daniel & Chloe Munro, Kevin and Karen Barnes with Kevin’s Shark F2B

Apart from the thumbs down items which could be improved
upon the venue is pretty good with lots of circles, nice
countryside surroundings, a reasonable Supermarket and gas
station nearby and a great bunch of competitors and
supporters. The weather was pretty warm throughout apart
from one threatening storm that went around us.
Overall all New Zealand Team Members gave it their all and
represented New Zealand extremely well and encouraged
each other, cheering on their Team members in their various
events. Also the wives and supporters were great as well. I am
proud and honoured to have been their Team Manager.
Google f2cmbl and sort through for oﬃcial results.

Robert Wallace Team Manager
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Robert Wallace and Andrew Robinson with F2f Model, placed 3rd, along
with 2nd place French team at Paris World Cup event.
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NORTH

ISLAND

F3B

Round 1 19th-20th May

Richard Thompson

This event was planned for the Matamata location unfortunately
there was no ﬁeld available a big thanks to Aneil Patel and Bill
Derenzy for really spending some time for a suitable F3b ﬁeld.
With the ﬁeld location unavailable and looking at the forecast for
the weekend we decided on relocating to Hawkes Bay on the
Tuesday before the event. This unfortunately had
repercussions of four pilots dropping out Dave Larsen, Chris
Kaiser, Ted Bealing and Ernest Klein. By the Friday night we
had a total of nine keen “B” pilots which was enough to run the
course and have a great competition. Joe Kev and Len snuck
out for a quick secret practice on the Friday just to remember
what it was about to ﬂy a B glider as we hadn’t had the dust oﬀ
them since last year! WOW strange conditions turbulent and
lots of great thermals but far apart and some massive sink. With
things planned for the course layout we left the ﬁeld and few
gathered for a night out at the Bare Knuckle BBQ spot.
The Saturday morning was a great day with the course laid out
for the forecast we spent till about eleven launching with a slight
downwind breeze but it was bearable for all for both duration
and distance. The wind then changed we popped lots of ballast
in for some go fast stuﬀ! -Speed-task C. we did back to back
speeds and Joe managed to clock a new NZ record 14.55
seconds! Then we achieved two back to back duration rounds
to ﬁnish the day the last round being brutal air and no one
achieved a full ten minute ﬂight most were an average of around
four minutes! We all entered in the loop roll and win and
managed the manoeuvre sometime during the day. We then all
meet up at the Westshore a craft beer restaurant for great night
then all raced home to watch the royal wedding.

Sunday morning was very windy in Napier it looked unlikely we
would play today but on arrival at the ﬁeld it was worth setting up
as it looked real promising. We did round three distance with
Len managing a 1000point round but his model was low and
downwind with no energy and a cartwheel landing ﬁnished him
for the day. David James was on launch went into the zoom only
to rip his V tail oﬀ from an old repair but managed to save the
model and land with very little damage. Neal moss had trouble
with his number one model so changed to an old Caracho on
launch the wings folded from an old repair but still looks as it will
ﬂy again as well. The wind built up and down to some great
gusts and spectacular Lenticular cloud formations. We had and
early lunch while the wind settled and managed the ﬁnal round
of speed before calling the competition complete. We then had
pretty well all of us have an impromptu round of speed just for
bragging rights great fun and thanks to all for eﬀort put in we all
enjoyed – great to see Andrew Stiver back in the game to!
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

WURTS, Joe
BOTHERWAY, Kevin
THOMPSON, Richard
WILLIAMS, Peter
MOSS, Neal
GLASSEY, Peter
STIVER, Andrew
JAMES, David
DRABBLE, Len
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Andrew Stiver

Len Drabble

David James

Kevin Botherway

Peter Glassey

Peter Williams

Joe Wurts

Neal Moss

9794.7
9110.7
8987.7
8816.4
8508.0
7820.0
7167.1
6752.4
6605.0

rocks
g
n
i
r
a
o
S
Rowdy
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Auckland

Thermal Thaw
2018

Aneil Patel

The Mid Winter Thermal Thaw is a Auckland based
contest originally ﬂown by soaring enthusiasts of the
various Old Auckland clubs of the 70’s and 80’s. Its
been running as a event since 1984, run By Roskill
Modelers. The event now has been taken under by
AucklandSoar, a club that primarily promotes RC
Soaring based at Ambury Park Farm. A unique ﬂying
site that for the time being allows us our silent (quite)
Flight Models in the center of Auckland.
The old task has traditionally been thermal A rules
with bungy and winches used but now uses Ales
Radian as the primary class. The Rudder/elevator
radian is the perfect beginners thermal soaring
model. Cheep, access-able and repairable. All
Radians over time get modiﬁed weather by design or
not, huge threads on Radians and plenty of advice on
mods available, though in not sure you really need to
do too much. The most important device you need is
the Altitude Limiting Electric Soaring (ALES) device
that allows you generally 200 meters of altitude and
30 seconds of motor run and then cuts oﬀ. This is the
great leveler as it does not matter what motor you run,
battery , prop etc everyone should start art the same
height.

All up last down, Ambury Park Farm Mangree Mountain at the back, Auckland Airport
beyond that.

The event been well supported by local clubs such as
AucklandSoar, Hibiscus Coast and more recently
Tauranga. Cheers to those that travelled. This year
we would like to thank H.O.T. RC for the support of
some generous prizes that were donated at the last
minute with enthusiasm, thanks Mike Sutton.
This contest is all about getting together, having a
contest, socializing and sharing some soup and a
BBQ on the shortest day of the year. See you next
time.
All winners! Dave Crook (far right) overall champion and Tony Christensen (sitting
Down) the biggest burgler in town taking the H.O.T. RC Radian Prize.
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Gwyn Avenell
I was invited to be a judge for F4H earlier in the year, and
after returning from a successful Top Gun competition I
was ﬁnally able to focus on the World Championships.
This event was held in Interlaken, Switzerland in 2000
and was the ﬁrst WC I competed at. This year it was held
at an airbase close by to the Interlaken event so there
was a familiar backdrop. After a long trip via Shanghai
and Zurich, I caught a train to Meiringen through the
picturesque mountains and lakes of Switzerland. A very
manicured country to say the least.
A day was spent at the ﬂying site and meeting old
acquaintances before the competition started. The
second day was attending various Judges and Team
Managers meetings as well as being given some
training with the electronic scoring system that was
being used for the ﬁrst time at a World Championship.
This system is a derivative of the system used for F3A
judging and appears at face value to be an excellent
way of administering the event. It consists of a series of
hand held controllers that are preprogrammed with
everyone’s schedules in the system and as each score
is added it automatically updates the central scoring
system in real time, applying the highest and lowest
rules. The system allows for a review before ﬁnally
submitting the scores before moving on to the next
competitor.

F4C winner Andeas Luthi

F4H winner Marcus Hausman

Opening Ceremony was a reasonably brief aﬀair with all
that you would expect. The main speaker was the head
of the FAI in all forms of aviation world wide and was
impressed with the quality and standard of the models
on show. The commander of the airbase here also
welcomed everyone as these facilities are great for an
event of this nature. The obligatory team march past
was taken, and the FAI ﬂag was raised to signify the
start of the event. Quite an emotional opening even if
you didn’t have a connection to the teams.
F4H ﬂying started in the Sunday morning and I had my
ﬁrst go at working with the judging panel on the ﬂight
line. In my capacity of Chief Judge, I made the point of
checking with each pilot to clarify the style of some of
their optional manoeuvres, in particular the style of Roll
that was chosen as it is not clear on the hand-held
scoring system. Using the new system proved to be
quite straightforward however it does have some
drawbacks that need to be worked around.. This system
allows for a live score board to be used and while it
shows the raw immediate scores, the judges do review
and can change scores at the end of the ﬂight prior to
sending these to the scoring system.
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F4H Team Japan
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The initial good weather played its hand in that this
airﬁeld is situated down in a fairly narrow and deep valley
the wind does tend to funnel through it or in this case
thermals through it. The wind changed direction two or
three times in the morning and the thermals that came
through in the afternoon occasionally forced a halt to
proceedings. The local birds have it easy soaring the
valleys and if you are into Para-Ponting, what a paradise.
The range of models at this W/C’s was quite varied, there
were no turbines in the H class however. Instead we had
everything from classic Aerobatic aircraft thru to WW1
aircraft with 30’s racers and the usual ww2 ﬁghters.
There were a couple if quite diﬀerent models, on a Czech
Aero AE-145 which has a fairly bulbous glass front and
cockpit, but it was an electric model with a sound system.
While this created a very nice impression of the sound, it
was lucky that the early morning was calm, and the
sound carried. Unfortunately, the throttle range wasn’t so
good and this oﬀset the full eﬀect.
The Japanese brought 3 very good models, two ﬁghters,
a N1K2-J George and a nice Ki- 84 George, as well as a
Fuji T-3 Trainer, similar to a T34 Mentor American basic
trainer. These were all under the weight limit, the ﬁghters
powered by Saito Radials and sounded perfect. Perhaps
need a bit of work on their ﬂying though.

Westland Wessex

The Australians came to this competition with full F4C
and F4H teams and are considered to be strong
competitors. The F4C team is lead by David Law ﬂying
his Pitts S2A, this model has topped static scoring in the
past and is ﬂown expertly through a very nice
programme. Noel Findlay ﬂew his really nice DH Fox
moth, it is bigger than ¼ and less than 1/3rd. A very nice
representation of the royal ﬂight aircraft with very good
metalwork. Noel Whitehead ﬂew his own design CT-4, a
very good representation of the Australian/NZ classic.
There was a rumour that this was Noels last
championship, having been to many events over the last
25 years?
The Australian team managed to put all their pilots in the
top 10 after 2 rounds and while David topped the
individual places only in 5th place, they won the Gold
Medal in Team – a very good result after many years of
trying.

Noel Findlay DH 83 Fox Moth

The Aussie F4H team just missed out on a medal, mainly
due to the static score not measuring up to some other
aircraft. However, they scored very well in the ﬂying with
two of their team members topping a round each and the
3rd one ﬁnishing second in the last ﬂight by a couple of
points.
The French team ﬂew a variety of models, The F4C team
was lead by Marc Levy with his world championship
winning Fouga Magister and ultimately ﬁnished second,
Yannick Bueb ﬂew an electric Albatross, oddly enough
with a small glow/gas motor providing the sound – a bit
diﬀerent but a nice model. Fabien Busom completed the
team ﬂying a Focke Wulf 190A8 All models where to a
very high standard. The F4H team consisted of Roger
Nieto campaigning a Morane MS 406, Daniel Boulanger
ﬂew what I considered to be the nicest model there, a Zlin
326 Trener Master – a really nice model that won the
previous World F4H championship. However, he had a
couple of really bad rounds that dropped him out of
contention, Marc Levy’s son Alexis was the 3rd member
ﬂying a large Dalotel DM165, Alexis is a European
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Zlin 326 Trenner Master
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champion in F3P, so you can see that he had the piloting skills
to do very well ﬁnishing 6th overall.

grass runway for a nice change. They ﬁnished 8th and 10th in
the Teams event.

The British F4C Team was lead by David Knott ﬂying a quite old
Hawker Hurricane, I think that is about 16 years old? Small by
todays standard. David Wormersly had a nice sized DH
Chipmunk and David Toyer ﬂew a 106” Miles Messenger. Their
F4H team was lead by Richard Crapp ﬂying his magniﬁcent
Westland Wessex trimotor, an aeroplane with huge presence
but one that does not cope well with cross winds, John
Carpenter with a Howard DGA Pete and David Knott ﬂying his
new and unﬁnished larger Hurricane rounded out the team. In
my mind, they would have scored better if they had not ﬂown so
close to the judges as they tended to crowd themselves into a
corner and make mistakes because of it.

The Swiss were the hosts of this world championship and did a
ﬁne job of organising the event and providing the facilities on the
airbase at Meiringen. All the facilities were very good but the cost
of food and drink in the area was astronomical. The Swiss team
has been the dominate Scale country for more years than I care
to remember, they have some of the worlds best scale models
and ﬂy them with such precision, it isn’t funny. Andreas Luthi won
the individual title in F4C with his very nice Jungmeister, Walter
Gahwiler ﬂew a scratch built wooden BAE Hawk which handled
the wind well, Walter is quite unique in that he has lost all the
ﬁngers on his right hand, so his third place was particularly
noteworthy. They ﬁnished 3rd in Team. The F4H team was just
as strong with a scatch built PC-6 Turboporter (all Electric), Max
Schilt, a former F4C ﬂyer now campaigning a an old F4C model
(K+W C-36) now converted to electric power. The model I liked
was Urs Brands Dewoitine D36 ﬁghter. This was a high wing
aircraft that was ﬂown in the interwar years and was powered
with a Seidel Radial - very realistic indeed but his caller made a
critical mistake in calling “Now” before the pilot who was at the
aircraft. The pilot then touched the model and ﬁddled about with
it before signalling he was ready to start – deﬁnitely a no-no and
he lost the take oﬀ points, they weren’t happy when I informed
them of the error but all the Judges on my panel heard it. The
F4H team ﬁnished 2nd overall and the mistake possibly caused
them ﬁrst place.

The Germans, as you would expect ﬁelded full F4C and H
teams. Max Merckenslager ﬂew his large Stinson Tri motor, a
big model, just under 15 kgs and ﬂown with 3 x .91 OS’s
(according to the note on his team table.) They also had a
Dornier single engine transport which has been around for a
while as well as a DH60 Gipsy moth. The team ﬁnished down in
7th as the weather played a big part to make it diﬃcult for these
types of models. The F4H team had a mixture of models, the
overall F4H winner was Marcus Hausmann ﬂying a big very
realistic Stampe – this presented well with his slow ﬂying style.
They also had a newcomer in Martin Erhard ﬂying a Skyraider.
The third member was Tim Wehrle with a Howard DGA – all
very polished pilots but only ﬁnished 8th in Team
The Poles have always been a great supporter of the World
Championships, their F4c models were a mixture comprising of
a Harvard, a big Sopwith Camel and a large Saab Safari – all
ﬂew well but did suﬀer from the strong cross winds earlier in the
week like a lot of competitors. The F4H team had the full
spectrum of models from a large Fokker DR1, a nice but a bit
noisy Lavochkin LA5 and a nice Su 26MX, they ﬁnished 5th in
Team
The Czech Team is always strong, but it would seem that the
F4C team had to use some older models than of those in the
initial programme, however they are good backup models and
did well with using large Christian Eagle, a nice Lavochkin 7
and very nice 450 hp Steaman. The F4H team ﬂew with a
Hawker Fury, a really odd PZL 101 highwing crop sprayer and
the twin electric Aero AE-145 with a sound system that
sounded great on the ground but didn’t really help in the air. The
did however win the Team prize in F4H.
The Norwegians ﬁelded a strong team including an 11-year-old
who ﬂew in F4H, the Norwegians are the hosts of the next event
at Jarlsberg in 2020 and are preparing well for it. It will be a
compressed event with two ﬂightlines operating and an all

All in all, and interesting event for me personally, It has been a
while since I have been to a world championship. I attended a
informal meeting of the CIAM scale group and it was an
interesting glimpse into the higher levels of the organisation.
There is a bit of the changing of the guard going on, there should
be a push world wide to get people interested in F4H as it is a
competitive event and can ﬂown with some lower tech aircraft.
The rules we ﬂy in classic and intermediate are reasonably
aligned to F4H. There is no builder of the model rule, but you
must have covered and painted it. You can modify a kit or scratch
build it. Currently the static rules around this event are going to
be reviewed but like every competitive event, you need to read
the rules and interpret them carefully when you undertake this
challenge.
We had a newish judging panel in F4H with me being the Chief, it
took a little while to get everyone’s input as our ﬁrst round was
ﬂown in some windy weather, but we did have a consistency
early in the piece that we continued through. We were a tougher
set of judges than the F4C guys which was ﬁne by me, and we
did get some good feedback from various people. If I get the
opportunity to do this again, I would do it a bit diﬀerently and
spend a bit more time really analysing how each judge viewed
things.
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Finish that model
Book the camping ground/motel
Book the ferry (South Islanders)
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Try Racing
Quickie Sport Pylon

J Knox

I thought I’d write this note in case you’ve been thinking about
having a go at pylon racing and wondered what’s involved, etc.
So any potential racers out there, here’s a bit of basic
information around the why, what and how of getting into sport
pylon racing.
“Why”, well it’s simple, it’s a heap of fun. Sport class pylon
racing gets the adrenalin pumping, the scores are not
subjective - you race the clock, the fastest most blingy model
nearly never wins. The sport is good for improving the reactions
and provides a great opportunity for a few laughs and a bit of
excitement.
The racing itself is pretty simple; rules are contained within the
MFNZ web site under “pylon” if you want to look at the detail. In
heats of no more than 3 models, the racing consists of 10 laps
around a 3 pylon course with each pilot “started” a second apart
from a rolling take-oﬀ. The times are recorded in seconds and
for Quickie Sport typical course times will be around the 90 120s mark. The racing is against the clock - but sharing the
course with up to 3 other racers ripping up the sky adds that
element of competition which ensures you pull out all the stops
– no one likes being passed! Scoring includes the time to
complete 10 laps and any penalties. Penalties are awarded for
cutting the course and the ﬁrst cut will incur a 10% penalty on
your time – i.e. +10%. So often ﬂying a nice tight (but not too
tight) course will work out better than pushing your luck and
incurring penalties by missing a pylon or wandering outside the
course. Cutting twice though will disqualify you from that
particular race. You do get one get out of jail free card though as
your worst score of the day is dropped anyway.
Each pilot has a helper/caller whose job it is to release the
model under starters instructions for race start and to guide the
pilot around the course by calling the ﬂag drop about #1 pylon
(actually it’s a light signal these days) and may also help to
guide the pilot to ﬂy the model around #2 and #3 pylons (In my
experience, I am so focused on the model, I don’t really see
much else…so rely on the caller a lot). It is a team event - the
caller can have a very signiﬁcant impact on the performance of
the pilot and part of the skill of racing Quickie is to learn how to
work most eﬀectively together.
”What”, well the models are very basic. Typically they are an
ARF type such as the Great Planes Viper, available in a huge
range of colours (red or white that is – you can add some stripes
or stickers to customise it a bit and help identiﬁcation by the
timers). The Quickie models can be equipped with basic gear
consisting of 4 standard servos (rud/ele/ail and thr) and typically
the rud/ele are combined into the V tail with a Tx mix – not
always the case as some designs have standard conﬁguration
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tails and not V tails. Standard servos are ﬁne; there is not much,
if anything, to be gained by going all out on high end servos.
The motor of choice is the OS 46AXII. They are run using stock
muﬄer and typically using the plate mount supplied with the kit.
These motors run exceptionally well and are very reliable and
cost eﬀective. There are other good brands of motors that can
be used if preferred (but check the rules ﬁrst as some motors are
not permitted). The size of the motor is limited to 7.5cm^3 or
0.46ci in the old numbers. Typically, most racers ﬂy a stock APC
9x7 – you can use other props but the reality is the 9x7 just
seems to work the best. Local retail list prices are around $270
for a motor and $320 for the ARF kit. Some racers opt to build
from scratch or use short kits and these models are often great
performers. But for me, being quite lazy, the ARF will do. I just
pulled the gear out of some old sports model for my Quickie.
Finally, the fuel to be used in competition must be 10%
nitromethane, 18% oil and balance methanol. There is another
fuel class which is run at the Nationals where the models are
essentially the same but the fuel is standard 80/20 with 0%
nitromethane.
“How”, the ﬂying skills required to compete in Quickie Sport I
would say are medium. The models are not hard to ﬂy but they
are quite fast and they can be a bit fun to land sometimes
because of their light wing loading and soft control response.
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With good basic ﬂying skills and a bit of practice on the model
you will ﬁnd, as I did, that your ﬂying improves with every race.
There are some basic/common sense safety rules to abide by
and these are explained at each racing event by the organisers.
Wearing a hard hat when on the course is a mandatory
requirement.
There are links on the MFNZ web site for further pylon
information and there is a competition calendar produced by the
SIG committee as well. Get in touch with any of the contacts
listed below for further information, we’d be very keen to hear
from you and help where we can. The events are great fun and
low key and when not ﬂying there’s plenty of other course
activities to assist with (timing, starting, cut judge, sausage
sizzler) which is really great to get involved with as it will help
you to understand how the event works. Typically we will get
thru some 5-8 races for each class depending on the weather
and numbers on the day. If you’re after a good bit of excitement
and pitching your ﬂying skills against others’, consider giving
Quickie Sport a go, it’s a great and cost eﬀective introduction to
RC racing and a hell of a lot of fun! We’ve even had a couples
race; where partners call for the pilots which adds a whole new
dimension to the racing, but that’s another story….
Dave Austin (SI) austindec@xtra.co.nz
Trevor Henderson (SI) bigtrev@xtra.co.nz
John Danks (NI) theteam@airsail.co.nz
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PYLON CALENDAR

Upper North Island 2018/2019
2018
September 30th
October 28th
November 18th
December 23rd

Airsail MAC
Airsail MAC
Airsail MAC
Xmas Meeting & BBQ.
Airsail MAC

2019
January 6th
NZ Nationals Waharoa
February 23rd-24th Waikato Championships
5 rounds per day.
Airsail MAC
March 10th
Airsail MAC
April 14th
Airsail MAC
May 12th
End of Year Meeting &
BBQ. Airsail MAC

Model Flying World

Vintage
SIG

Dave Crook

To Contact the SIG Committee
1. For general enquiries, to be registered as a SIG member,
and matters regarding competition rules, contact Allan
Knox (Chairman) allan.j.knox@gmail.com. or Don Mossop
(Secretary) donmossop@gmail.com
2. To be placed on the free email circulation list for AVANZ
News, and to contribute articles and ideas, contact Bernard
Scott (AVANZ News Editor): scott.scott@xtra.co.nz.
3. To be sent free pdf plans from the AVANZ Plans Service,
including access to the huge Co-op Plans archive, contact
M a r k Ve n t e r ( AVA N Z P l a n s C o o r d i n a t o r ) :
avanzplans@xtra.co.nz.
4. To be sent regular updates on monthly vintage ﬂying at
Levin, Contact Allan Knox at allan.j.knox@gmail.com
Vintage Contest Schedule for 2018/19 Season
NNI Series
September 22 - 23
Tuakau
October 20 - 21
JR Airsail
November 24 - 25
Blackfeet
December
Not ﬂown
January 2 - 7
Nationals – Waharoa
(RC Vintage ﬂying will be held at
Cambridge Jan 2 - 4)
February 23 - 24
Tuakau
March – NI Champs
TBA
April 20 - 21
JR Airsail
May 18 - 19
Tuakau
SNI Events at Levin
John Selby
Bob Burling
Gareth Newton
John Selby

September 15 – 16, 2018
February 16 – 17
May 11 – 12
September 27 - 28

There will also be monthly Vintage one day meetings at Levin
focusing on NDC events. Contact Allan Knox for regular
updates on ﬂying days.
Why I build and ﬂy Vintage, “and a brief summary of engine
development”
By Bryan Treloar
Allan Knox comments: The hat is a particular favourite of
Bryan’s. He always has it on when ﬂying. Bryan has been a
great supporter of Vintage here at Levin. His models are
beautiful and many run spark ignition motors from the vintage
period. The pictures are of his red Zephyr which is his favourite
mount for Precision events. Over to Bryan….
When I was very young I developed a fascination with planes
and things that ﬂew.
I started with chuck style planes cut from a pre-printed 1/16
sheet of balsa and after a while progressed to bigger things. I
was fortunate to get an ED Bee diesel from my older brother
and I played with it on a test stand and learned how to start it and
get it running properly. I even learned how to make my own fuel
September 2018

Byan and his Zephyr

with the help of the local chemist who supplied me with ether and
amyl nitrate.
Every Friday night I would go up town to the local hobby shop
and drool over models and engines that were on display.
Through the shop I got a subscription to the Aeromodeller
Magazine and read what was going on in England and other
parts of the world. It was through that publication that
I became aware of the Tomboy and ordered the plan from
Aeromodeller Plans Service (APS)
That was the ﬁrst powered plane I built and put the ED Bee up
front. We had a large paddock near our home and that's where I
ﬂew it. I had trimmed the plane to ﬂy in wide right hand circles
and with a tank full of fuel and the motor running sweetly I would
launch it into the air and watch it circle, gain height, run out of gas
and glide to land in the same paddock....mostly.
A year or two later I built a Junior 60 powered with and ED Racer
MKIII and it was my ﬁrst foray into radio control. My ﬁrst set was
a Gynchy transmitter with a super regenerative receiver and an
escapement that gave rudder control only. Care had to be taken
not to ﬂy for so long that the rubber bands that gave energy to
drive the escapement became suﬃciently unwound so as to
lose the driving energy. The next step was buying a really good
set of single channel gear, the Controlaire Mule MKII with super
heterodyne receiver which meant I could ﬂy simultaneously
which others provided we weren't on the same frequency. That
gear was used in a Black Magic, Tutor and Super Sixty.
Having seen photos of some of the wonderful models and
engines shown in the Aeromodeller Magazine, I developed a
dream of eventually having one or two examples but for the time
being that was purely dreamland material. The Mercury IV
designed by Mick Smith in 1946 was etched on my mind and the
dream never died.
After a hiatus of 12 years from modelling caused by study, work
and other things, I got back into it. I bought a set of Kraft
proportional four channel gear and installed it in my Super Sixty
and ﬂew to my heart's content. From then on I was hopelessly
hooked. In 1992 I built the Mercury IV and realised one of my two
dreams. As time went on I realised the other dream....to own a
Taplin Twin. Currently I have the MkI,II and III in both air and
marine versions and have a MKIII in a Radio Queen that was
designed by Col. H J Taplin himself!
The question is "why do I love to build and ﬂy Vintage" well I have
several reasons. Vintage is a subset of model ﬂying in general
and is generally deﬁned as models that were designed and/or
kitted up to Jan 1st 1950.
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The shape and performance of these models is quite unlike
those of aerobatic, pylon and later generic models and there is a
unique "ﬂavour" to vintage overall. I could wax lyrical on the
image of a vintage model wafting gently on the warm currents of
a summer evening like a butterﬂy. The smell of diesel exhaust,
the putter of an engine and the sight of a model gradually
climbing...ahhh. The ability to use airframes to carry diﬀerent
types of engines from diesel, glow and spark ignition and to
build models to cover the whole spectrum of power outputs and
performances.

Vintage models oﬀer the whole range of challenges in building
and ﬂying from the very simple to the quite complex and the
competitions on oﬀer cater to all abilities.
The evolution of model aeroplanes is interesting from the days
of Leilenthal to the Wright brothers and beyond. The pivotal
moment came in the USA when Bill Brown developed the
famous Brown Junior model engine in about 1933. This was a
10cc spark ignition engine that ran on petrol and sae 70 oil. It
was the ﬁrst engine to be made widely available to the public.
The engine produced about 0.2bhp and was able to swing large
diameter propellers. Model designers went from rubber
powered to engine powered literally overnight. Great modellers
of the time were Sal Taibi, Chester Lanzo, Carl Golderg, Ben
Serenshaw and a plethora of others and their design legacies
last to this day.
Interestingly it would appear that the golden age of vintage was
really from about 1936 to 1940 and this period coincided with the
depression and the end of the depression and the availability of
more discretionary spending as employment and wages grew.
With respect to vintage engines, the period from the late 1930's
through to 1950 is the time of development of the best engines
and innovations. In 1945/6 Dick McCoy produced the McCoy
29, 49 and spark ignition engines that were unsurpassed for
performance in control line speed and tehter car racing. In 1947
the Dooling Brothers produced the famous Dooling 61 followed
by the Dooling 29 and these were also spark ignition but not for
long..... what happened? Ray Arden developed the glow plug
which is a plug with a platinum/iridium wire coil that glows red hot
when energized with a 1.2-1.5 volt current. That provides the
initial ignition source and once the engine is running, a
combination of heat of combustion and catalytic action

Matamata-Piako Model Aero Club

ANYTHING SCALE

Enquiries to: Dave Neilson 021 2465169
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Refreshments
BBQ
On site Camping
Rafﬂe
Prizegiving
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maintains the ignition source. What was the signiﬁcance of the
glow plug? A revolution in engine design, performance and
size. Overnight the spark ignition system was rendered
obsolete and engine makers reconﬁgured their engines to
glow. Also the glow plug format allowed for the production of
small engines, typically the 049 size as exempliﬁed by the
Anderson Baby Spitﬁre and K&B infant.
From 1948/9 there were a lot of small models designed in the
1/2 A Texaco size range that became possible because the
glow plug engine did not require a coil or ﬂight battery and the
small 049 engines were cheap and matching models also
cheap to build.
What about the situation in England for engine development?
Diﬀerent story here. Whereas the USA went the spark
ignition/glow plug route, England went the diesel route. Also
England was worst aﬀected by the depression and took longer
to come out of it. It wasn't until the end of WWII that things
began to move. During the war years there was a ban on model
ﬂying and engine manufacturing was stopped because the
metals used were required for the war eﬀort. With the end of the
war there was a ﬂourishing of engine manufacturing and
development and the early leaders were Mills, ED and ETA.
Aeroplane design were led by people like Vic Smeed, Col.
Bowden Albert Hatfull, Fred Hempsall and others but their socalled golden age of vintage lagged by about 10 years from the
USA.
This is a brief summary of vintage and engine development
over the aforementioned period but suﬃce to say, vintage
building and ﬂying is a truly enjoyable and rewarding subset of
aeromodelling in general. To vintage ﬂiers I would say "Go
forth, ﬂy and darken the skies with your beautiful vintage
models”
Rebuilding the New Ruler. By Allan Knox
For a while now I have been aware of old Vintage models
popping up for sale or being just given away, a great opportunity
to get into the gentle art of Vintage ﬂying btw. Many were built
by modellers gone to the Great Beyond where we hope they
are now enjoying perfect thermals and warm sunny days ﬂying
their favourite designs. One such model from an estate was
brought along to the North Island Vintage Champs last year by
Dave Richardson and with Stew Cox needing something to ﬂy,
he bought it for a minor outlay. It was Henry Struck’s classic
New Ruler from 1940. Old Henry designed it for the new limited
motor run classes coming into vogue in the US. It is a whimsical
design with a cockpit located impractically behind that pylon. I
encouraged Stew to give it a go but felt a bit guilty when we got
down to looking at it in more detail as it was in a very sad state.

Anyway....I said “I’ll give it a go for you Stew” and it duly ﬁnished
up in my workshop. Working together we pulled the ﬁlm
covering oﬀ to inspect the structure. There was evidence of an
earlier tissue scheme and a top quality original build. The
problems were legion though: broken frames, ribs and
stringers, extensive fuel soak, shonky repairs and old brittle
wood not to mention not a straight ﬂying surface anywhere.
Everything was twisted.
Over the next few weeks I pottered away with Stew feeding me
new parts and material on demand. His credit card, not mine! A
long list: a second-hand Saito 65 FA from Australia, FR Sky
radio gear, servos, tank, mount, skinny wheels, landing gear
wire, covering and lots of new wood, glue, etc. I was having fun
replacing the fuel soaked front bulkhead and its support
structure as well as lower fuselage frames and stringers and
redoing sundry repairs. Stew wanted the model to come apart
for transport and storage so the large one piece wing went
through the jigsaw and the ﬁxed tail plane was chopped oﬀ.
The wings and tail plane were brieﬂy dunked in a hot bath then
weighted down on ﬂat surfaces. The hot water softened the
joints and when things dried we had perfectly aligned surfaces
and they haven’t moved since. The opinions are still out on the
eﬀects on the wood though.
The wings needed lots of repairs for split ribs. They were then
given 10mm carbon tubes at the root ends to carry mating
joiners and to strengthen this most heavily loaded area. Drilling
holes for these in the assembled wing was a challenge solved
by ﬁling teeth on the end of one of the carbon tubes then using
this as a drill from the root end. Turned by hand, it acted like a
hole saw cutting through the ribs. The tubes were epoxied in
adding a lot of strength but very little weight. The joiners were
made using oﬀ cuts from the same tube. These were 5 inches
long, sawn part way through then bent to the required dihedral
and clamped at the right angle in a simple jig.
After internal wax and PVA parting agent, epoxy saturated
carbon uni strips were pulled through the bent tubes. Once
cured, the tubes were peeled oﬀ the outside like shelling peas
and I was left with joiners that were a perfect ﬁts in the wing
tubes. The tail plane and ﬁn are now mounted on a pin at the
front and two nylon bolts through a small platform at the back.
The big Saito needed a new Cowl.
I love making these using the lost foam method. It’s just a case
of gluing a block of foam to the ﬁrewall and shaping it up with
blade and sand paper. After parting the cowl shape from the
bulkhead I glued some extra foam on the back to make it a bit
longer for attachment over the bulkhead then mounted it on a
stand for the glassing process. Three layers of 4oz glass and

One very sad
New Ruler prior to
the rebuild
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the sides in if a bit big or apply compressed air if a bit small and
blow the sides out a little (carefully!). This way you get it spot on.
The Ruler also has a small conventional clunk tank. Two sets of
plumbing with ﬁlters complete the ﬁt.
Stew choose a nice Corsair blue, gold and white colour scheme.
White on top of the wings to reduce sag in the sun and show
contrast in the turn and dark blue underneath for visibility
against the sky. It stands out black against cloud really well.
First though we had to remove most of the old covering residue
using Acetone. A lot of colour remains underneath the new
covering but the surfaces were smooth after sanding.

Saito installed

The New Ruler gets a new cowl

epoxy were used in this case. Once cured, I rough sanded and
coated it in a paste of epoxy and micro balloons. This was
shadow coated with acrylic from a can and then sanded back
until all the paint had gone leaving a smooth surface. After
demounting and the foam dug out, the cowl had top hatch and
various holes cut out to match the Saito on its mount. I ﬁnished
this one in automotive primer, acrylic lacquer from a spray can
and then a fuel proof coat of Dulux Duralam, a two part product
in a can.

The New (Old) Ruler

The New Ruler is set up for three vintage events: Precision, IC
Duration and Open Texaco. The last requires a special fuel tank
sized by the model’s wing area. In this case just 17.6cc to match
the 880 sq in wing. I made this out of an old food can and
calibrated it with a syringe. With these tanks you can squeeze
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There are some tricks with covering. In areas of the under
cambered wing, adhesion was enhanced with Balsaloc. This
was used too where surfaces were waxy from past fuel and
really helped. The most diﬃcult covering task was the pylon.
The covering created the faired shape once shrunk. It was only
attached at the top and bottom and on the centreline front and
rear. This was really hard to do as it is a mass of wrinkles going
on. If you get it right though it’s a thing of beauty once shrunk.
It’s important to keep the heat gun away from the adhesion
areas so I masked these ﬁrst so the attachment adhesive didn’t
heat up and let go. The rest of the model was plain sailing. The
model was ﬁnished oﬀ with its name and year as per the rules as
well as address stickers for Stew. Unlike more modern models,
these machines can ﬂy themselves and ﬂy away when a radio
fails so it helps to have your phone number on them. Finally the
pilot was given a good bath and shave to remove years of
exhaust residue. A repainted helmet and fresh make up and he
was set to face the world again.
Stew ﬂies Mode 2, roll control and elevator on the right, throttle
left. I ﬂy split stick with the roll on the left and elevator right, Mode
4 (I know, I know, weird but it’s a long story). With the Taranis we
were able to set up with rudder on both sticks so we can both ﬂy.
The recent Bob Burling memorial meeting at Levin in June was
our opportunity to ﬂy. This was the Rulers ﬁrst outing and after 2
months pottering in the shed, I was given the honour of the
nervous ﬁrst ﬂight. We cranked up the Saito, lined her up on the
strip and opened the throttle. I needn’t have worried, she went
out straight and strong, climbing out near vertically without a hint
of Dutch roll. I cut the engine at 25 seconds settling her into a
stable glide that easily exceeded the 4 minutes needed for
Vintage IC Duration gliding down to a nice accurate landing.
The rudder control was outstanding and the model very

Stew Cox with New Ruler

responsive and easily directed. Stew took over and ﬂew it in IC
Duration, maxing out but missing one spot landing. We then
swapped the plumbing over to the built in Open Texaco tank and
Stew went on to post some very respectable Open Texaco
times. The New (Old) Ruler had exceeded our expectations both
Model Flying World

in looks and ﬂight performance. Mission accomplished on this
one.
On the way home I still had that warm glow of success over the
way the model ﬂew. Moving the CG back a bit more is all she
needs to be a truly great airplane.
I will never forget the ﬁrst real vintage model I ever had anything
to do with, John Ensoll’s beautifully built silk covered New Ruler.
John and his lovely airplane got me into this vintage stuﬀ. He
taught me more about model building and life in general than I
could ever write down, me and many others too. Thanks mate
and well done on the MFNZ MacDonald Memorial Award, it’s
well deserved!
Vintage Quiz
Can you name these Vintage Planes? Clue - They are all
Vintage Rubber

No prizes for guessing correctly.
Answers in next MFW along with plans in case you get enthused
and wish to build and join the Vintage fraternity. �
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President:
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer:
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee:
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Dave Griﬃn (Christchurch), Joe Wurts
(Hawkes Bay), John Shaw (Timaru) & Allan Knox (Wellington)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at:................................................................
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html
Facebook:
NZ Soaring SIG.
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412
Go to http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html to
download the NEW 2018 Soaring calendar. It has been
updated due to NDC event number errors as highlighted in the
March MFW.
Also updated is the NZ soaring rule book.
Upcoming events.
Sept
NDC Event #90: Thermal D (F500)
Sept
NDC Event #91: ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per
3.13.7)
Sept
NDC Event #92: ALES Radian Class P
Sept
NDC Event #93: Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Sept 22-23 Southern Fling F3K / F3K Round 3 NI series Matamata
Oct
NDC Event #94: ALES 123 Class N
Oct
NDC Event #95: ALES Radian Class P
Oct
NDC Event #96: F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw
scores)
Oct
NDC Event #97: FAI F3F
Oct 19-21 Aerotow - Hawkes Bay
Nov 1st
Soarchamps - F3B (incl Round 4 NI Series)
Nov 2nd
Soarchamps - Premier Duration
Nov 3rd
Soarchamps - F5J & Radian
Nov 4th
Soarchamps - F3K
Nov
NDC Event #98: F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw
scores)
Nov
NDC Event #99: ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per
3.13.7)
Nov
NDC Event #100: Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Nov 23-26 Aerotow - Galatea

Southern Fling
The F3K Southern ﬂing is in Matamata on 22nd & 23rd of
September.
NZ Soarchamps
The NZ Soarchamps will be in Hawkes Bay from 1st - 4th
November 2018.
Day one of the Soarchamps will be F3B and the results will be
included in the NI Series as round 4 too.
Day two on the 2nd November is an old NZ favourite in Premier
Duration, a group scored thermal duration competition.
Saturday the 3rd is our electric soaring day with F5J and ALES
radian competitions. The ﬁnal day will see us ﬂying F3K
followed by a prize giving.
Come and join the camaraderie and enjoy soaring at its best.
Jerilderie 2018
7th to 11th June - 3 hours out of Melbourne 7 Kiwis headed to
the Australian League of Silent Flight National soaring
competition. It had a soaring DLG/F5J/F3J. Please read the
write up in the next (December) issue MFW.
International events coming up for Kiwis :
APO (Asia Paciﬁc Open) 24th to 26th August, Singapore - six
kiwis pencilled in to attend this. NZ featured very well in this two
years ago in Melbourne a good one to get to. Everyone into
DLG welcome!
71st National Champs
This year the National champs are back in Matamata from 3rd 7th January 2019.
This Nats starts with ALES 200 (Class N) on the 3rd starting
8:30am thru until 12:00pm where Premier Duration (Class C)
starts after the lunch break at 1:00 p.m.
Day two will be FAI F3J starting 8:30am followed by FAI F3B
scheduled to start a little earlier on day three the 5th Jan at
8:00am.
Sunday the 6th is our electric soaring day with F5J from 8:30am
and ALES Radian beginning at 2:00pm.
The ﬁnal day sees the popular FAI F3K event scheduled for a
8.30am start.
See you at the nats.
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Robert Wallace

It’s August already and the Nationals are creeping up on us fast.
The Proctor Road site has been conﬁrmed as the main free
ﬂight site for the Nationals but an alternate site is being looked
for closer to the Waharoa aerodrome for Aggregate and the
Hand Launch Glider, Catapult Launch Glider and Tip Launch
Glider events as well as ﬀ/cl scale SIG events. Thanks to Bryce
Gibson for organising the Proctor Road Venue. If anyone knows
of a suitable site we would love to hear from you. You can phone
me, Robert Wallace, 0274344027.
Help is wanted for running the Free Flight events. Bryce Gibson
has already oﬀered to run the combined FAI events on Day 1
and I will be running HLG, CLG,TLG events as well as Indoor
and Aggregate. I will be there most days to help setup so it’s
really only a matter of recording scores and doing a small
writeup for the day. The FF SIG AGM will be held on the Last
Day of the National Championships at approximately 3pm at
Waharoa Airﬁeld. Exact venue to be conﬁrmed.
World Championship Trials are continuing for Lost Hills
California in October and currently there are 2 people who have
qualiﬁed in F1A Glider, and 5 people are competing for a place in
F1B. Graham Lovejoy has come out of nowhere to put in some
top qualifying scores and is heading to Lost Hills in February
next year to participate in World Cup and AMA events and tune
in. I know he will enjoy going there as anybody who has visited
Lost Hills will tell you it’s a great place.
I was asked after the last World Cup events in Australia whether
I would be prepared to run the Tui Cup again next year. I only
have limited leave so probably can’t. Is there anyone else who
would be prepared to run the event? I have the background well
set up now and it just needs someone to run the events on the
day and present the prizes/trophies at the end.
NDC events are still being ﬂown in small pockets and any
photos of people ﬂying those events would be appreciated. The
Weather hasn’t been so kind to us lately and there has been
reports of severe frosts and ﬂooded ﬁelds. Spring is on the way
so hopefully things will improve.
The MP Bovus scare has caused some hype in the media and it
would be prudent to discuss with Landowners any potential
problems that could occur over any hazards prior to ﬂying to be
Proactive rather than Reactive after the event.
It is with Great Sadness the passing of Mick Raynor, the
Landowner of the Carterton Site that we have enjoyed so many
years of joyous ﬂying at. Some of the Model aircraft fraternity
went to the funeral and we owe such a great debt of Gratitude to
Mick and his family for the use of the land and hope we can
continue thanks to Andrew and Lottie’s generosity. Our
Condolences to the whole family.

CENTRAL AREA
FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS

2018

Contact:
Paul Squires 021 029 94110
pwsquires@hotmail.com

September 15th
Wind/Rain date
16th September

November 17th
Wind/Rain date
18th November

October 13th
Wind/Rain date
14th October

December 1st
Wind/Rain date
2nd December

VENUE FOR ALL CENTRAL AREA DATES ABOVE:
RAYNOR'S FARM, GLADSTONE RD, CARTERTON

approx. 0800 start

NORTHERN AREA
FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS

2018

Organiser:
David Ackery 020 4133 8573
david.ackery@xtra.co.nz

Venue Proctor Road, Waikato
(ie the Nats FF site)

All participants must register with the organiser by email
at least 48 hours in advance (and preferably 2 weeks in
advance), in case of cancelation or if changes are
necessary due to weather, access or availability of the
ﬁeld.
September 29th
October 27th
November 24th
December 15th

(wind rain date 30th)
(wind rain date 28th)
(wind date 25th)
(wind date 16th)

Start time is 0800 approximately, ﬁnish time 1300
approximately.
Team trials are for F1A, B, C as per the published trials
rules. Trials scores will count towards the 2019 World
Champs in the USA. Note there are no entry fees for the
trials but there will be a “landing fee” for the use of the
ﬁeld, as set by the new Proctor Rd Co-ordinator Bryce
Gibson.
Any and all other free ﬂight models are welcome,
come out and ﬂy!

Robert Wallace
Chairman NZ Free Flight SIG
September 2018
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Coming to a Pattern Competition Near You

R/C Classic Pattern – Classic Class
Castor oil, leaky retracts and low passes! Come
and join us as we bring back the classics!

The R/C Aerobatics SIG is please to announce we will be
adding Classic Pattern to our competition classes. This new
Classic Class is open to everyone – from beginner to expert!
The schedule is right from 1971. Come and fly with any MFNZ
legal model less than 50cc glow/gas or electric equivalent.
There will be bonus points for classic models (1960's –
1980's), speed and noise! Join the fellowship of contestants,
friends and family. Check the nzrcaa.co.nz webpage for
details.

Three
horizontal
rolls

Top hat

Horizontal eight

Straight inverted ﬂight

With the kind help of Hangar One (www.hangarone.co.nz) and Avetek (www.aveteknz.com) we
are pleased to announce there will be a draw conducted at the 2019 Matamata National
Championships to give away one 'Curare' laser cut kit to one lucky pilot! One entry into the draw
each time you fly at a Classic Pattern event this year and up to and including the 2019 nationals!

Three turn spin
*Sample manouvers only

FLYING

CLUBMAN AEROBATICS
Do you have an entry in our Loop, Roll, and Win! competition?
Great if you do! Check out nzrcaa.co.nz Best of luck for our
prize draw at the 2019 Matamata Nationals!
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Rule Changes Passed!

There are some changes afoot for the radio control aerobatics
classes and events in New Zealand! We ﬂew to these new rules
at our latest competition, and everything worked really well!
Our rule change remit passed the electronic vote, so now these
changes are oﬃcial and we will ﬂy to these new rules starting
(and including) at the upcoming Matamata Nationals!
So…. Have a read of all the new rules which are available for
download here: http://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/downloads/ scroll
down to ‘pattern stuﬀ’.
Here is a summary of the main changes:
• Sportsman Pattern renamed Clubman Pattern, Advanced
Pattern renamed Masters Pattern – to avoid confusion with
IMAC using the same class names.
• Introduce a new pattern class Expert between Clubman
and Masters – this proved to be really popular at the last
competition, and is a really nice sequence for those done
with Clubman, but not yet ready for Masters.
• Introduce a new event ‘Classic Pattern’ – for anyone with an
old school pattern model, or use any design and blast
around the sky!
• Some small changes to allow a bigger variety of models in
Clubman.
• Normalising changed to match the new FAI method of
normalisation.
• Changes to the calculation of NZ National Aerobatics
Champion.

•
•

Here’s a quick summary of the Aerobatics Events which are
ﬂown at local competitions and the Nationals. While both
pattern and IMAC involve ﬂying aerobatics, the schedules and
type of model required to ﬂy at a top level are quite diﬀerent.
Pattern (except for Clubman) requires models of less than 2
meters wingspan and length, weighing less than 5kg. These
typically do not look like full size aircraft, with the designs
optimized over the years to perform the maneuvers required
with great precision. IMAC on the other hand is best ﬂown with
a larger model, which must resemble a full size aerobatic
aircraft – except for Basic (the introductory class) where any
model goes!

Pattern Classes:
•

•

Nats Take-oﬀ at 0800hrs!

Yep. If you are coming to the Nats and ﬂying any aerobatics
events, you will need to be at the ﬁeld and model assembled for
a 0730hrs pilots brieﬁng if it’s a morning event, and by 1230hrs
if its an afternoon event. First ﬂight in the morning will be
airborne at 0800hrs. We will be ﬂying a variety of classes on
each day, so plan to be there on every day that aerobatics
appears on the program, regardless if you are ﬂying Pattern,
IMAC or Classic!

Aerobatics AGM at the Nats

Our AGM will be held at the Nationals. Exact time and date will
be advised there.

•

•

We Want You Flying Clubman at the Nationals

So, maybe you have already entered our Loop, Roll and Win!
Competition, and you liked doing a loop and a roll. Where to
from here? Well, Clubman Pattern is the event for you! If you
can do a loop and a roll, you are on the way to completing the
clubman schedule. And the upcoming Nationals is the ideal
time to come and show your skills! If this sounds like you, here
are some tips to get you going.
• First download the clubman rules and schedule
www.nzrcaa.co.nz/pattern
• Next be sure you have a suitable model – almost any MFNZ
legal model will do the job!
• Have a read of the rules you downloaded.
• Pick one manoeuvre each weekend and go out and
practice.
• Eventually, try ﬂying all the manoeuvres in a sequence as
described in the rules.
• Go on and enter Clubman Pattern at the Nationals!
September 2018

Now that you are coming, have a think about what else you
could ﬂy. Maybe some IMAC, Classic Pattern or even a
gliding event or two!
Keep practicing and we will see you there!

Clubman
This event is aimed at new comers to Pattern ﬂying. Until
recently it was called Sportsman Pattern, but has just
undergone a name change to Clubman. You can ﬂy almost
any MFNZ legal model, and even share a model with
someone else. If you are a Sunday club pilot wanting to try
some aerobatics, Clubman is the event for you!
Expert
This is a new class for us, and provides a nice step between
Clubman and Masters. Your model must meet FAI rules
(basically will ﬁt in a 2m square box, and weigh less than
5kg). This schedule really suites pilots who have ﬂown some
aerobatics, but are not at the stage of doing all the practice
necessary to ﬂy Masters. So if you are a ‘part timer’, this is
the class for you!
Masters
Masters is ﬂown to the FAI ‘Advanced’ schedule and rules.
We have changed the name to Masters to avoid confusion
with Advanced IMAC. You will need to be out doing some
practice to give this schedule a go!
F3A
F3A is the FA I aerobatics event ﬂown at World
Championships and other International events. You will
need a good model and plenty of practice to be competitive
here.

Classic Classes:
•

Classic Pattern
This is a new class and event for us. Any model less than or
equally to 50cc (glow, gas, or electric equivalent), or bigger
at the CD’s discretion. Recommended: Pattern models form
1970 – 1985. Must be MFNZ legal. Model sharing allowed.
This event is aimed at bringing back some of the nostalgia of
the early days of aerobatics. Perhaps you used to ﬂy some
pattern, or simply like the idea of burning some nitro and
playing with retracts! Check out the rules and schedule on
the NZRCAA website. The schedule is direct from 1971!

IMAC Classes:

IMAC (International Miniature Aerobátic Club) is the
organization that grew out of the interest of ﬂying scale
aerobatics with radio control models. The group was
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founded in 1974 in the USA. Their intent was to emulate the
International Aerobatics Club – IAC – which controlled full
size aerobatic competitions. You can visit the IMAC website
here www.mini-iac.com – every country ﬂying IMAC follows
this same set of rules, including New Zealand. For IMAC,
the only aircraft requirement for classes above Basic is that
it is a faithful scale model of a known aerobatic aircraft. With
all the Extras, CAPs, and Yaks out on the market, many
ﬂiers already have an appropriate model. If you are ﬂying
Basic, any MFNZ legal model can be ﬂown!
•

Basic
As mentioned above, you can ﬂy basic with almost any
MFNZ legal model. Basic is aimed at club level pilots, who
are trying IMAC out for the ﬁrst time. Check out the schedule
– the level of diﬃculty is very similar to the Clubman Pattern
class, and you can ﬂy your Clubman Pattern model in Basic
IMAC!

•

Sportsman
Once you have given Basic a go, Sportsman is the next
class up. When ﬂying Sportsman and above, you will need a
model which resembles a full size aerobatic plane.

•

Intermediate, Advanced and Unlimited
These next three classes have progressively greater levels
of diﬃculty. You will need to be out doing some practice if you
are thinking of ﬂying in these classes!

Loop, Roll and Win!
Have you entered the RC Aerobatics SIG’s Loop, Roll and Win!
Competition yet? It could not be easier – take your model out
(any model) and do a loop and a roll during one ﬂight, and then
email us a selﬁe (or get someone else to take the photo) of you
and your model. Get your entry in before the start of aerobatics
at the 2019 Matamata Nats – we will conduct the prize draw
during the Nationals. Check out the entries received so far here:
http://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/loop-roll-and-win/

LO

Andrew Palmer

ROLL
P
O

WE WANT YOU!!

WELL A PHOTO OF YOU

This could not be easier! Take your model, do a loop and
a roll (in any order!) and after you land send us a selﬁe of
you and your model together with your name and
contact details. Your picture will be posted on the
Aerobatics SIG website and each accepted picture will
put you in the draw for a chance to win the awesome
prize of an AJ Aircraft 62” Acuity, Castle Creations Talon
ESC and 4x Savox 1251mg servos!

The prizes have been kindly donated to assist the Aerobatic
SIG in promoting and developing RC aerobatic ﬂying in New
Zealand. Our sponsors are:
Andrew Jesky Aircraft, HOT Ltd and Galloway Enterprizes.
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Please email your photos to
looprollwin@nzrcaa.co.nz
The competition winner will be drawn at the next
Nationals Aerobatic AGM.
One complying entry = 1 chance to win.
Be sure to have completed at least a loop and roll before
emailing in the picture of you and your model
One model can be used by multiple pilots
One pilot can send in multiple entries with diﬀerent models
The Aerobatics SIG may use the photos to promote
aerobatics in NZ
The winner need not attend the 2019 AGM, but would be
great if they did!
The winner will be notiﬁed by return email.
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control line
SIG

David
Thornley

2018/19 Committee:

David Thornley
Kevin Barnes
Daniel Munro
Bryce Gibson
Andrew Robinson
Danny Walker

Chair and Nationals co-ordinator
Treasurer and World Champs co-ordinator
Secretary & South Island representative
Combat event co-ordinator
Team Race representative
Upper NI SIG representative

Ex committee
Adrian Hamilton

NI Stunt Series Co-ordinator

World Championships, Great Outcome for TNZ

Judging from the facebook postings the NZ team at the CL
World Championships had a great time and what's more had a
very satisfactory result.
Looking through the results, the outstanding individual result
must be that of Doug Palmer in F2D combat, who made it
through to the last nine and had a ﬁnal placing of seventh out of
a total of 84 competitors. As a result of this performance and
that of his team mates, NZ came 8th out of 29 competing teams.
Not only did we beat Russia! but also a whole host of powerful
European nations.
In F2C, team racing, NZ also showed our mettle by coming 10th
out of 20 competing teams. We beat the United Kingdom and
again a host of strong European teams. We were only nine
points behind USA, who ﬁnished ﬁfth.
The fastest NZ TR team was Glen Lewis/Rob Bolton who
placed ﬁfteenth out of 50 teams and were only three places
from being in the top twelve semi ﬁnals.
In F2B, aerobatics, there were 82 world competitors and two
NZ pilots. Kevin Barnes ﬁnished 33rd and Daniel Munro in his
very ﬁrst major competition ﬁnished 62nd. These results placed
us 21st out of 31 world teams.
In F2A speed the father/son team of Neal and Carl Lickfold had
bad luck with multiple engine breakages. Nevertheless we still
placed 13th out of 19 teams, beating Germany and Denmark
amongst others.
When we realise that all of these CL pilots train and prepare
with only themselves and perhaps their peers as coaches its
was a great result for the team and individuals.

Combined SIG Meeting

I attended this meeting, held on July 22nd.Here are some notes
that I made during the meeting.
•

Reports of overseas comps are very important to ensure
future funding. MFNZ must get a return on investment. (I
believe we did this for the WC event reported above!)
• Alan Knox is now looking after records keeping. Mentioned
new records set by Glen Lewis and Robert Bolton during the
last Nats.
• Funding of SIG's is under constant review especially for
capital items. We may need to refresh the CL hard circle
maintenance fund to allow further support from budget
• Paul Clegg is to arrange for SIGS to have their own email
address and look at ways SIG info and data can be stored
for use by future secretaries etc. Data needs to be archived
to ensure continuity over committee changes.
• Changes to SIG bank accounts are being made to improve
the access treasurers have to their accounts.

2019 Nationals

This copy of MFW contains the ﬁnalised events schedule. Note
the Team Race and hard circle events are being held at New
Plymouth four days in advance of the start at Matamata. We
have also split the ﬂying sites for combat, aerobatics and scale
events at Matamata for noise reasons.
At the SIG meeting it was announced that there will be no
cabins available at the gliding club, camping only. It seems the
gliding club have a major event at the same time as we are
there. Apparently we can use the bar, but not the room for
anything else! Fortunately a more friendly aircraft owner is
making his hangar available for us to use for model storage and
meetings etc.

Wings over Wairarapa

At the next WoW event the CL SIG has been invited to put on a
display of combat between 10am & 2pm on one of the
mornings. The participants will get free entry into the show. A
while to go yet, and more details awaited, but if anyone is
interested please give me an email.

NISS Schedule

Adrian has started working on the schedule for the usual NISS
events and has put out a request for any changes etc that
people might want. If you have any suggestions email him.

Give it a go
September 2018
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FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
NDC
REPORT
Allan Knox, 12 Halladale Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014.
allan.j.knox@gmail.com.
021 747 950
Email mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com

Thanks to all of you who have participated in NDC this year, well done. Thanks
too for the words of encouragement from many of you who see NDC ﬂying as a
worthwhile way to get competition going at the club and regional level.

New Records
Congratulation to a number of new record
holders.

Looking at the results, the spectacular success of Radian ﬂying is obvious with
the most participants I have seen in many years. It just goes to show that cheap
accessible models, levelling the playing ﬁeld in terms of performance, open up
soaring to lots of club ﬂiers. The Soaring SIG is to be congratulated for
recognising this and providing six opportunities in the year to ﬂy NDC Radian
(class P). Don’t forget either that any of the 2 meter foam models are eligible but I
really think the Radian is still the pick of them. Soaring overall is going well but the
popularity of the electric classes is obvious at the expense of winched events. It’s
a real time saver not having to setup and take down the winches.

Joe Wurts continues his dominance of all
things soaring with a new speed record for the
speed task in F3B. Joe posts a blistering time
of 14.45 seconds. That is an average speed
over 600 meters plus 3 turns of about
160KPH. He was the previous record holder
too.

Vintage continues to be well supported, particularly Precision because it is a
simple contest and just about any vintage model can compete on even terms. A
bit like Radian. It’s nice to see Hawks Bay, where vintage ﬂying is getting popular,
submitting results regularly.
Control line is on the score sheet again with some great times as the aces from
New Plymouth and the likes build for the World Champs.
Free Flight has always been strongly supported by the Christchurch MAC and
this continues even with the departure to Whangarei of their ace, Dave Jackson,
where he is having a positive impact on their results.
We will continue to improve NDC results visibility, certainly to where we have
monthly updates on the web site. An NDC points scoring remit has been
prepared as follows:
Remit for Rules Change
Reason for change: The Nats scoring method is required by the current NDC
rules and would see events with one or two ﬂiers NOT rewarded with any points.
The feeling is that this does not encourage the ﬂying of less popular classes.
Similarly there needs to be some reward for winning a strongly contested event. It
is hoped this proposal will be accepted and apply to this year’s results.
You are asked to vote on the rule change as follows:
5.3. NDC Results
5.3.1. Scoring. Delete “Each individual event will be scored as per scoring at the
Nationals (See para 3.5.5. in these rules)”
5.3.1. Scoring. Replace with “Each individual event will be scored using the
values in the following table.”
Place
1st
2nd 3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
1 Flier
2pts
2 Fliers
3pts 2pts
3 Fliers
4pts 3pts 2pts
4 Fliers
5pts 4pts 3pts 2pts
5 Fliers
6pts 5pts 4pts 3pts 2pts
6 Fliers
7pts 6pts 5pts 4pts 3pts 2pts
7 Fliers
8pts 7pts 6pts 5pts 4pts 3pts 2pts
8 Fliers
9pts 8pts 7pts 6pts 5pts 4pts 3pts 2pts
9 Fliers
10pts 9pts 8pts 7pts 6pts 5pts 4pts 3pts 2pts
10 Fliers 12pts 10pts 9pts 8pts 7pts 6pts 5pts 4pts 3pts 2pts
Please vote using the form below or Alternatively, you can use the on-line voting
form on the website.
NDC Voting form
Jonathan Shorer
To be valid, this form must be posted or 21 Emma Drive
emailed to the Secretary by 14 Nov 2018 with RD 31, Levin 5573
secretary@modelﬂyingnz.org
all ﬁelds completed
Remit to amend NDC scoring I vote for the remit
I vote against the remit
Name
Membership number
Email address
Telephone number
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Glen Lewis and Robert Bolton set a new F2C
Team Race heat record on 3 min 10.74
seconds as they prepared for the Control Line
World Champs. They won the F2C ﬁnal at the
Nats too back in January and established a
new race record of 6 min 39.65 secs. These
are world class performances.
Glen has been posting quick times in Classic
FAI Team Race as well, this time with Brendan
Robinson setting the new mark at 4 mins
13.09 secs
Kay Long has taken a new Hangar Rat Cat 1
record with a 2 ﬂight total of 393 seconds. This
was previously held by her Hubby Bill but his
record was under the old heavier weight rules
that no long apply. When rules change such
that the event is harder then the event opens
up for records again and the old record is
archived. This was conﬁrmed at the recent
SIG meeting.
Just in is yet another new record. Rex Ashwell
from Marlborough has taken the ALES 123
Record from club mate Peter Deacon. The
record is now 1227 points just 3 oﬀ perfect.
Well done everyone.

CMAC’s Stu Grant tunes up his Tomboy. Tomboy
competition is very popular at club level in CMAC.
These models are eligible for the new Vintage and
Classical combines Sport Cabin Class that will be in
the NDC Calendar next year.

Model Flying World

NDC Flying from around the Clubs.
Do send me in brief reports and photos of your club activity. This
time we have some pictures of the Christchurch MAC guys
enjoying themselves courtesy of Gary Burrows, long time editor
the Torque magazine and CMAC Recording Oﬃcer.

Bruce Weatherall with his innovative Rubber powered Tomboy used for
P30.

Regular winner of the NDC Trophy, Dave Jackson, a long time CMAC ﬂier
now domiciled in Whangarei. Dave is still regularly posting good scores
for his new club.

Mark Venter, Mr Vintage Plans in the Vintage SIG, with his Goldberg
Clipper as kitted by Comet. Mark uses this in a variety of vintage classes
with swappable power plants. As I recall, this model saw service in South
Africa before Mark and family immigrated to Christchurch.

Stew Morse and Lynn Rodway, stalwarts of the CMAC Free Flight scene.

September 2018
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FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
NDC
RESULTS
Allan Knox,
12 Halladale
Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014. allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950
Email
mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com

Results received since June's MFW as at 2 August 2018. Full results are available as linked for the MFNZ NDC Web Page.
Free Flight
34 Open Rubber
1 G Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle

4
5
724

6
7
8

37
1
2
3

Open Glider
L Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc.
J Beresford Christchurch M A C Inc.
S Morse
Christchurch M A C Inc.

305
264
246

38
1
2
3

FAI F1L Indoor Rubber
B Long
Christchurch MAC Inc.
K Long
Christchurch MAC Inc.
N Robinson Christchurch MAC Inc.

1794
1640
744

40
1
2
3
4
5

Hangar Rat
K Long
Christchurch MAC Inc.
B Long
Christchurch MAC Inc.
D Jackson Whangarei MAC Inc.
N Robinson Christchurch MAC Inc.
Les Greer Southland MAC

491
441
390
275
168

43
1
2
3

P30
D Jackson Whangarei MAC Inc.
334
G Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle 318
P Squires Feilding Model Flying Circle 105

45 Aggregate
1 T Webby
Whangarei MAC Inc.

283

46 Open Glider
1 L Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc.
2 J Beresford Christchurch M A C Inc.

232
127

47 FAI F1D Indoor Rubber
1 B Long
Christchurch MAC Inc.
2 K Long
Christchurch MAC Inc.
3 N Robinson Christchurch MAC Inc.

1052
925
436

Soaring
81 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
1 A Knox
Wellington MAC Inc.
2580
2 G Morgan
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
2229
3 C King
Wellington MAC Inc.
2226
4 R Ashwell
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1865
5 B Hall
Wellington MAC Inc.
1762
6 A Baker
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1687
7 B Mogford
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1655
8 C McMillan
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1585
11 P Elvy
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1577
12 K Elliott
Wellington MAC Inc.
1546
13 S Cox
Wellington MAC Inc.
1531
14 P Sparrow
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1488
Wellington MAC Inc.
1203
15 T Glogau
82 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
1 R Ashwell
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1261
2 A Knox (Dnf)
Wellington MAC Inc.
955
3 C King (Dnf)
Wellington MAC Inc.
840
4 P. Glassey (Dnf)Wellington MAC Inc.
771
83 ALES Radian Class P
1 R Ashwell
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1402
2 P Elvy
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1383
3 G Morgan
Marlborough Associated
Modellers Inc.
1323
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9
10
11
12
13
14

B Hall
Wellington MAC Inc.
1306
B Mogford Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
1303
S Cox
Wellington MAC (Inc)
1289
T Faulkner Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
1249
C McMillan Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
1213
A Knox
Wellington MAC Inc.
1193
K Elliott
Wellington MAC Inc.
1152
C King
Wellington MAC Inc.
1139
P Graham Blenheim MAC
1075
T Glogau Wellington MAC Inc.
539
P Sparrow Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
391

84 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
1 A Knox
Wellington MAC Inc.

1741

87 ALES 123 Class N
1 R Ashwell Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
1227
2 A Knox
Wellington MAC Inc.
1082
3 G Morgan Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
1016
4 A Baker
Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
913
5 P Elvy
Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
860
6 T Faulkner Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
779
7 P Sparrow Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
731
8 C McMillan Marlborough Associated Modellers
Inc.
720
9 K Elliott
Wellington MAC Inc.
629
10 B Hall
Wellington MAC Inc.
558
Vintage
124 FF Vintage Precision
1 J Beresford
Christchurch MAC Inc. 253
2 L Rodway
Christchurch MAC Inc. 156

Control Line
166 FAI Team Race (F2C & F2F combined)
Score
1 G Lewis/R Bolton New Plymouth MAC Inc.
(Record) 3-10.74
2 A & B Robinson New Plymouth MAC Inc.
3-29.02
3 R Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
4-27.16
4 D Robinson
New Plymouth MAC Inc.
4-37.18
167 Open Goodyear Team Race
1 R Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
4-51.06
2 B Howser
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
5-33.28
168 Slow Goodyear Team Race
1 D Robinson New Plymouth MAC Inc. 3-35.92
2 A Robinson New Plymouth MAC Inc. 4-03.13
3 B Robinson New Plymouth MAC Inc. 4-05.09
4 R Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
4-08.55
5 A Fuller
New Plymouth MAC Inc. 4-14.98
6 R Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
4-51.64
170 F2A Speed
1 C Lickford
Hamilton MAC Inc.
2 N Lickford
Hamilton MAC Inc.

281.69 km/h
278.42 km/h

171 Percentage Speed
1 B Robinson New Plymouth MAC Inc. 81.53%
2 D Robinson New Plymouth MAC Inc. 69.18%
3 R Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
60.95%
4 A Fuller
New Plymouth MAC Inc. 49.64%
173 Classic 'B Team Race
1 R Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
5-05.27

127 RC Vintage and Classical Scale Texaco
1 A Knox
Wellington MAC Inc.
900
128 RC Vintage Open Texaco
1 A Knox
Wellington MAC Inc.

914

129 Vintage FF Hand Launch Glider
1 D Jackson Whangarei MAC Inc.
190
2 P Squires Feilding Model Flying Circle 179
3 G Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle 163
130 Vintage FF Catapult Glider
1 G Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle
2 D Jackson Whangarei MAC Inc.
3 P Squires Feilding Model Flying Circle
4 A Knox
Wellington MAC Inc.
5 R Jackson Whangarei MAC Inc.

360
313
304
237
189

133 RC Vintage Precision
1 A Knox
Wellington M A C Inc.
2 J Bradbury
Levin MAC Inc.
3 R King
Levin MAC Inc.
4 B Treloar
Ashhurst Model Fliers
5 J Shorer
Levin MAC Inc.
6 W Summerton Kaitaia Flyers
7 A Sissons
Levin MAC Inc.

792
773
600
593
581
567
465

137 RC Classical Precision
1 G Main
Wigram MAC

514

why

not
give
it a

go
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UPCOMING NDC EVENTS
Don’t forget you can post your results from club and regional events if they
are for an event scheduled in the NDC Calendar for that month.

Free Flight

September 2018
September 2018
September 2018
September 2018

53
54
55
56

FF FAI FIB Rubber
FF FAI F1A Glider
FF FAI F1D Indoor Rubber
FF Indoor Hand Launch Glider

October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018

57
58
59
60
61

FF P30
FF Hangar Rat
FF Indoor Hand Lauch Glider
FF Tip Launch Glider
FF E36

November 2018
November 2018
November 2018
November 2018
November 2018

62
63
64
65
66

FF A1 Glider
FF Coupe d'Hiver
FF 1/2 A Power
FF Catapult Launched Glider
FF Hand Lauch Glider

September 2018
September 2018
September 2018
September 2018

90
91
92
93

SOAR Thermal D (F500)
SOAR ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
SOAR ALES Radian Class P
SOAR Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)

October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018

94
95
96
97

SOAR ALES 123 Class N
SOAR ALES Radian Class P
SOAR F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
SOAR FAI F3F

November 2018
November 2018
November 2018

98
99
100

SOAR F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
SOAR ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
SOAR Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)

September 2018
September 2018
September 2018
September 2018

142
143
144
145

VINT FF Nostalgia 1/2A/Min Replica
VINT FF Classic Power Duration
VINT RC Vintage 1/2A Texaco
VINT RC Vintage A Texaco

October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018

146
147
148
149
150

VINT Vintage FF Hand Launch Glider
VINT Vintage FF Catapult Glider
VINT Vintage RC Open Texaco
VINT Classical RC 1/2E Texaco
VINT Classical RC E Texaco

November 2018
November 2018
November 2018
November 2018
November 2018

151
152
153
154
155

VINT Vintage FF Glider Duration
VINT Classic FF Glider Duration
VINT RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco
VINT RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco
VINT RC Classical IC Duration

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

CL 1/2 A Team Race
CL FAI Team Race (F2C & F2F combined)
CL Open Goodyear Team Race
CL Slow Goodyear Team Race
CL Class B Team Race
CL F2A Speed
CL Percentage Speed
CL Classic 'A' Team Race
CL Classic 'B Team Race

Soaring

Vintage

Control line
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018

September 2018

FOR SALE

September

2018

PETROL MOTORS for sale complete with
electrics.
30cc DLE
$300
26cc Evolution
$200
26cc CRRC
$200
All bench run only. All with mounts.
WALBRO CARB new

Oﬀers

SMOKE UNIT Sullivan skywriter complete
Oﬀers
FLEXIBLE EXHAUST 30mm unit. 40mm
between mounting holes. 90 size never used?
Oﬀers
4pin PROP DRILLING DYE

Oﬀers

Phone or email Peter
09 427 9395 or mob. 027 490 4400
Email boydsnest15@gmail.com
ZENOAH G200PU (X374320000)
(N.I.B.)
$400.00
DLE-55 - (N.I.B.) $450.00
Ian Palmer
09 428 6994 Evenings
021 130 8044

WANTED

YOU

TO ATTEND THE
71st NATIONALS
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64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz
3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz
79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Robin Wallace
31 La Lena Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535
natgas@xtra.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com
38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007 desr2727@gmail.com
13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706 pandrg@xtra.co.nz
14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 alan48linda47@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@outlook.com

17. Hawera M.A.C.
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720 ted@pl.net

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com
8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Wayne Cartwright
8 Mirbeck Avenue
CAMBRIDGE 3434
07 949 4072 or 022 153 4679
rwcartwright4@gmail.com
82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452 jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298 info@ham.org.nz
40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 l-j@xtra.co.nz
19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Mark Strawbridge
507 Pesters Road
RD 5 RANGIORA 7475
027-704-5894
mark.strawbridge@gmail.com
www.kmac.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919 avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896 mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1
AWANUI
021 047 6314 bieribeach@gmail.com

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633 paul.buckrell@gmail.com

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwicanfli@xtra.co.nz
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com
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20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959 mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz
21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alexander Houston
248 Airedale Road
OAMARU 9492
027 327 4499
alexander.w.houston@gmail.com27.

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Graham McLean
P.O. Box 219, Omarama
NORTH OTAGO 8950
Mcleang@xtra.co.nz

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317
tierrich@gmail.com

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres
WHITIANGA 3510
07 866 2825
mbac@xtra.co.nz
72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605
brettrob@orcon.net.nz
24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200
nmacsecretary@outlook.com
25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Justin Whalley
28 Dorset Avenue
Westown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 751 1442
noveandjustin10@gmail.com
91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Roger Hutson
5 Hansard place, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 579 2509 secretary@nzjma.com
29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com
26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Linda Gedye
65 Jean MacKay Place
Dairy Flat, RD 4 AUCKLAND 0794
09 421 0213
grantandlinda@xtra.co.nz
67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Steve Nichols
PO Box 87, Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
09 415 9278
snheli@xtra.co.nz
98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz
30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Clive Martis
48 Tennyson Avenue, Kelvin Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH
06 357 8832 or 021 844 323
clive.martis.27@gmail.com
66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260
rsloan@xtra.co.nz
31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221
ronw82@outlook.com
54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643
wardharber@xtra.co.nz
34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz
42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz
37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Bruce Simmons
07 348 7922
mary@redhen.co.nz
80. Rural Flying Corps
Paul Lagon
11 Seddon Street
CHEVIOT
plagan@xtra.co.nz
84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz
62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
027 684 5832
gndellow@xtra.co.nz
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39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431
graham.rose@langley.co.nz

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying
Group
John Tomson
09 437 3616
johnotomson@gmail.com

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

98. Springhill Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
09 425 0446
somerset11@clear.co.nz

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033
dbsq17@gmail.com

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213
stuart@crockers.co.nz
43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz
44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz
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93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692
(03) 310 6628
52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423
gtec1963@gmail.com
53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810
06 370 4693
henderson@ihug.co.nz

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223
daviespj00@yahoo.com

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299
secretary@wmac.org.nz

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333
gramain@xtra.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz
70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
Dave Evans
26 Mayor View Terrace
WAIHI BEACH 3611
07 863 5987
wbaymf@gmail.com
58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676
keith.ryman@akzonobel.com
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NORTHLAND

ONE
STOP

MODEL & HOBBY
10 John Street,
Whangarei.
Tel/Fax 09 438 8778
Darryl Applegate

Come in and browse!

9.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.
9.30am to 2pm Saturday.

R/C planes, boats, cars, including accessories.
APC, Du-Bro, Futaba, HiTEC, Ming Yang, O.S.,
SAB, Spektrum, Sullivan.Great Planes, Airsail,
E-sky, Kyosho Tamiya and more
Cool Power oil and nitro, and ready mixed fuel.
Great range of die-cast cars & plastic kits.
Trains, slot cars, modeling & scenery supplies,
paints & glues, and much more. Bring the family!
Gift vouchers available. Mail orders. Credit cards welcome.

Ask about our 10% discount for all NZMAA members!

onestopmodelhobby@xtra.co.nz

AUCKLAND
WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists

A huge range of RC products on line

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC
Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron
Contact John for any enquiries

CHRISTCHURCH
HENDERSON RACING
82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
24hr Tel/Fax (03) 337 1091

Suppliers to the racing fraternity
Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

09 233 4014
sales@wattsup.co.nz
www.wattsup.co.nz
SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP
200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842

R/C Aircraft Specialists

PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!
Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

AUCKLAND

Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

email: slipstream_models@clear.net.nz

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel
and accessories.
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger,
E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range
and looking for new and exciting products,
so keep checking our website regulary.
We sell premix nitro fuel and ship
nationwide with no extra dangerous
goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

WAIKATO
FRANKTON MODEL SHOP
Leading Model & Hobby Specialists

72 Kent Street
P O Box 5165, Frankton
HAMILTON Tel (07) 847 5292

Late night Thursday,
Open Saturday morning.
Extensive range of Kits,
Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories
FULL BACK-UP SERVICE

NELSON
New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products
Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.
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HOBBY CENTRAL
Top of the South Model Centre
240 Queen Street, Richmond,
Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 8079
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios,
R/C, SC, OS, Super Tigre Engines,
GWS Systems & indoor equipment,
electric flight products & kits and
accessories from around the world

www.hobbycentral.co.nz
Model Flying World

